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A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

"AY, EVERY INCH A KING "—This photograph, taken
recently, commemorates the reunion of this Royal Family for the
first time in eleven months. King Albert married Elizabeth,
Duchess of Bavaria (which country her Majesty has now renounced), in October, 1900. Their Majesties' three children are
Prince Leopold, Duke of Brabant, who was born on November 3rd,
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1901 ; Prince Charles, Count of Flanders, born on October 10th,
1903; and Princess Marie Jose, born on August 4th, 1906. Prince
Leopold is now at Eton, but he served with the Belgian Army.
Inset : Princess Marie Jose, with her pet bulldog, aboard the
boat that brought her to England. She is staying with Lord
Curzon of Kedleston, at Basingstoke.
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AMERICA'S ROARING WAR TRADE
"Too proud to fight " for the Cause of Freedom, but
happy to make Dollars out el Europe's Difficulties
By SIR LEO CHIOZZA MONEY, M.P.
That the United States, in the course of the war year ending June, 1915, increased their export trade
gi,000,000 does not. suggest that Great Britain's maritime blockade has affected America's
commerce to any great extent. In fact, although American trade has been somewhat restricted in the
interests of the Allies, there is every indication that 010 Transatlantic cousins are" making veal good"
out of the great calamity; and, furthermore, without the loss of a single citizen, for what is, after all,
America's cause as well as that of the Allies—the cause of democratic liberty.

by

VISITOR from Mars, reading the American Note to the rate of 372 millions a year. The following comparison
Great Britain on the subject of our sea blockade is of remarkable interest :
of Germany, would imagine that the great American
nation was in sore straits because of our maritime policy.
American Exports in july, 1914 ..
The American diplomatic protest speaks of :
LI:31,o00,000
American Exports in July, 19:5 ..
54,000,000
••
The disastrous effect of the methods of the Allied Governments upon the general.right
itener
of the United States to enjoy
Increase through the war ..
,c23,000,000
,,
its international's trade free from unusual and arbitrary
•
limitations imposed by belligerent nations,
and it goes on to say that :
The explanation is a simple one. Whereas in July,
unwarranted delay and expense in bringing vessels into 1914, 13 month before the war, Britain and her Allies
port for search and investigation upon mere suspicion has bought 7!4o,5oo,000 worth of American goods, in July,
a deterrent effect upon trade ventures, however lawful 191-5, their American purchases had risen to ,S32,100,000.
they may he, which cannot be adequately measured in
Not only so, but as a result of the war America has
damages. The menace of interference with legal com- leapt to an easy trade supremacy. The British Fleet has
merce causes vessels to be withdrawn from their usual ruled out German commerce. Britain herself, although in
trade routes and insurance on vessels and cargoes to he
refused, while exporters for the same reason are unable or one sense she has maintained her exports remarkably, has
unwilling to send their goods to foreign markets, and necessarily been unable to accept all the business that has
importers dare not buy commodities abroad because of offered. Many a British firm has contracts in hand which
fear of their illegal seizure or because they are unable to it cannot fill, or is compelled to refuse new export business.
We take the six months ended June, 1915, we get the
procure transportation.
remarkable comparison :
Uncle Sam's Corner in Commerce
So runs paragraph 28 of this portentous declaration.
Now, as a matter of fact, it is a great comfort to us to
EXpoBTS (OWN- PRODUCE) OR VARIOUS NATIONS,
know that although. as I have already shown. in these
JANUARY TO JUNE.
In Millions of E,.)
pages, we are inflicting enormous economic injury upon
1013.
1914.
1915.
the enemy, our friends in the United States are -not suffering
through the war. Although it would hardly be imagined
United States .. 23S .. 214
348
Britain
183
from a perusal of the American official utterance aove
•• 2 57 •• 2 55
135
France
quoted, American exporters are having the time of their
• 134 ••
58
Italy ..
50
50
lives. They are making hay while the European sun is
under a cloud.
As long ago as 1907 the United States exports had reached
:Ceittinued on page 36.1.
376 millions. By 1914 they
had risen to 473 millions, an
increase of 97 millions in
seven years. Comparing 1915
with 1914, however (the
periods compared are the
American fiscal rears which
end in June), We find that
in a single year American
exports have leapt up through
the war by Si millions, to
554 millions. Thus, in a
single year of war, American
exports have risen nearly as
much as in the previous seven
years. One would hardly
gather that from the American
official Note.

A

Mammon Worship in "God's Own Country "
But even that does less
than justice to the remarkable effects of the war upon
American exports. Just before
war broke out, American
exports were down. In July,
1914, they had fallen to 31
millions for the month, or at

From Mars to Mammon. Procession of he "almighty dollar" in New York. $52,000,000 worth
of English gold being conveyed in twenty-Fve automobiles, under heavy police guard, to the
sub-treasury. New York, ostensibly to strengthen British financial interests on Wall Street,

Vigilant Britons Observe the Unwary Foe

British officer and sniper on the look-out for enemy heads from
the thatched roof of a ruined farm building near a German firstline trench in France. Their position—also that of the photographer—was one of extreme peril. In the trench warfare of the
modern battlefield, when days may pass without the combatants

seeing each other, it is necessary that certain daring spirits should
leave the trenches and endeavour to gain glimpses of happenings
in the enemy trenches. In this case the officer is looking through
his glasses at a German trench, while the sniper is intent on
" bagging " any Boche careless enough to put his head out of cover.
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cm- MOIllent that on that vast expanse of sea the warships
aciUng were British warships, .-lnd so they were."
It will be seen that, in the first six months of this year,
Ise very day after that anecdote was told to a distillthe war has added 134 millions to American exports as
audience, the news arrived in London that a
compared with the first six peaceful months of ioe4.
number of American subjects had perished in the dastardly
What would have happened to American commerce
sinking of the Ancona by a submarine which may have
Germany had occupied our position in the war, and if a been Austrian, which was probably German, and which
German Navy had had the command of the seas that ae
in any case prosecuting a policy of murder conceived
possess ?
lry the German Admiralty.
The answer to that question any American may gather
I should itace acted," said ex-President Roosevelt,
from what Germany has actually done in this war. The speaking of the Lusitania. It is not for us to dictate to
" New York Herald," in its comments upon President
nieriea, or even to suggest to her, what action she should
Wilson's Note, said : " it is pertinent to ask. was not there take for defence of her own honour or in vindication of her
once a steamship known as the Lusitania ? "
c,-,eousal of the rights of neutrals. We may, however, in
view of paragraph 28 of the American Note, he permitted
Sea-Power Champions Neutral Rights
If Germany, powerless at sea save in the use of the. to point out to her, as is done in thi5 article, that most
submarine, has shown so little regard for the -rights of certainly she has not suffered loss of trade through this
neutral nations, to say nothing of the common instincts war, and that British sea-power, although in absolute
of humanity, what would she have done—or, rather, what end unchallenged supremacy, has been exercised with
would she not have done—if she had possessed the absolute cvery regard for the commerce. of neutral nations which
command of the oceans that is ours at this moment 1 t ire cQditions of this unprecedented war have permitted.
President Wilson's Note speaks of America as the champion Nay, we may go further and point out that there arc
amongst us who hold that we have carried regapil
of the rights of neutrals. He cannot forget that the
'raIs so far as to endanger our own safety.
British Navy is in a very real sense at this moment the
When Lancashire Starved for the U.SA.
main safeguard of neutral shipping.
At the Guildhall banquet the Lord Chief Justice, newly
In the terrible American internecine strife of 861-65,
returned from America, told a story which is full of British sympathy for the cause of the North never faltered,
significance for America :
in spite of the effect of the Federal blockade upon mu
' We are not likely to forget the return from America. {Jeat staple, the cotton industry. We endured the cotton
I will tell you -the story how, on the voyage, approaching fatrine which reduced Lancashire to misery and starvation,
the danger zone, there were looks of some anxiety which although the British Fleet could at any time have removed
one could detect on the faces of women and men on board the American warships which stood between Lancashire
the liner on which I was travelling. She was an American and the cotton supply. There is no such war-created
vessel. .
. There was a place agreed at which I was misery now in the United States as existed in the eighteentold by telegram •
. I should be met. We approached sixties in this country because of the American Civil War.
that place and .
. I went for'ard to see whether Ii there were, we could well believe that the American
any signs were to be descried of a British ship. I saw Government, the champions of liberty, would consent to
nothing. Such was my confidence in the Navy that it sniffer as we suffered in the black year '862, when. Lancashire
did not cause me even the slightest trepidation. Within was starving, and when the repercussion of Lancashire'f;
a moment or two I saw on the horizon far away two little distress was felt throughout British industry. Fortunately,
specks appearing. Somehow in the distance I could America is exposed to no such trial. She is in the heyday
detect, I cannot tell you why, they were warships. I shall of a war-c.reated prosperity, and she is in a position, without.
not easily forget the scene on board that liner when men, shedding the blood of one of her sons, to play a great part
Women, and children, recognising they were warships, in the determination of a war Waged to end a remorseless
rejoiced and congratulated each other, never doubting for t v ranny.
AMERICA'S ROARING WAR TRADE

As the guests of the European inhabitants of Cairo, who vie with one another in their keenness to do their utmost for British wounded
soldiers, the convalescents are being continually taken to see the sights of Egypt. Viere, clad in pyjamas, some British soldiers are seen
strolling through the Cairo Zoo.

A Joan of Arc in the British Lines at Loos

The authentic cases on record where women have taken an active
part in the war are many and various. The most recent is that of
a seventeen-year-old heroine of Loos, who has been honoured by
the French Army order of the day for tending British wounded,

and killing five Germans with a revolver and grenades. In a
German attack on Loos she fought side by side with Highlanders
and other British soldiers. General Sir Douglas Haig has expressed
his gratitude and admiration for her courage and assistance.
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Signs o f Efficiency in London's Aerial Defence

New type of gun being used by our Anti-Aircraft
Service. On the left is a powerful aeroplane in
vogue at the front for reconnaissance work.
IN a

Detailed rtictcgraph of a French "75." Several of these guns have been installed
round Paris to combat possible Zeppelin raids.

Detachment of anti-alrer

criticism of the Air Services, Mr. joymonHicks on November f th passed some.
severe comments on London's anti-aircra ft
guns. He instanced thc,Paris defences as being
so superior to those of London that the Zeppelin
never ventured a raid on our ally's capital.
A number of " 75's," having a range of
i9,000 feet, are stationed in certain parts of
Paris, as these weapons, used against the
enemy of the skies, have proved themselves
as formidable as on the field.
It is hoped preparations to combat the
Zeppelins have proceeded with speed and
thoroughness since the last raid showed how
London was afLthe mercy of the aerial corsairs.

gunners and their weapons passing the Law Courts in the Lord Mayor's Prose ion.

Moments of Ease in the Endless Hour of Strife

Scene in Northern France showing some jolly Highlanders resting
awhile along the rails. Inset : Type of Holt transport waggon constructed with one steering wheel and two travelling wheels, after
the caterpillar principle, used by the Mechanical Transport Section.

Men of the 7th West Yorks with limber waggon which has been used for transport of food. All look particularly fit and well,
the invariable condition of men who carry their lives in their hands.
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Japanese Guns at Grodno fall into German Hands

Unearthing a Japanese 28 cm. howitzer buried by the Russians
prior to their retreat from Grodno. The case of ammunition bears
the Japanese characters.

Munitions for the Japanese siege-gun seen in the preceding
photograph. Huge stacks of them were found at Grodno, and
were adapted to German requirements. question of active Japanese co-operation
THEwith
the llies in Europe is a delicate one,
A

Battery of Japanese field howitzers captured by the Germans and transported
to the fortress of Novo Georgievsk. 5

and though the presence of a Japanese anity
on the western front might help to bring abont.
a speedier triumph, there are several obvious
arguments against such a move.
Without actually fighting for the Allies in the
field, except at Riao-Chao, Japan is a great
safeguard to their interests in the Orient, and
she has furthermore supplied the Russians with
indispensable ordnance and munitions.
Only after the war will it be known how much
Russia is indebted to her old adversary, and
how the problem of the Dardanelles was to some
extent mitigated by our ally's communicatien
between Moscow and Tokio.
As an indication of Japanese sympathy with the
Allies may be cited the speech 'of Baron Ishii,
Japanese Minister for Foreign Affairs, at Tokio
recently. He expressed his-confidence in the determination of France, Great Britain, and Russia
to secure an ultimate result on terms favourable
to themselves.

Russian officer inspecting one of the Japanese guns, which have been placed at the disposal of the Russians by our Far Eastern ally.
That Japan has been supplying her old adversary with weapons and munitions is now fairly generally known.

British Generals at Spade Work in Gallipoli

Major-General W. Douglas, C.B., D.S.O., on the tree near the firingline in Gallipoli in which he spent many hours watching the
movements of our own and enemy troops and directing operations.

Transport mule that refuses to move as soon as it is harnessed in the shafts. Inset, oval : General E. A. AJtham, C.M.G., C.B., InspectorGeneral of Communications, helping to get his motor-boat afloat after it had run aground. The second photograph shows General
G. F. Ellison, C.B., tho Quartermaster-General, indulging in physical exercise by shovelling heavy stones into a barrow.

YJ
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SERBIAN ARTILLERY TREKKING SOUTHWARD.—This photograph of Serbian artillerymen bringing their gun up a steep incline during the great fighting retreat gives a vivid idea
of the difficult nature of the country in the mountain regions of Serbia. But, fighting fierce rearguard actions by day and retreating in good order by night, our gallant ally's soldiers displayed

indomitable courage in the face of misfortunes such as cannot be realised in Britain. The overwhelming advance of the Teuton forces, the ravages of fever and famine, the floods that
hampered the movements of troops, the pitiable plight of their women and children, failed to
break their fighting spirit or to cause them to cower before the "mailed fist " of Kaiserlsm.
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British Heroines' Devotion to Suffering Serbians

Madame Grouitch (wearing furs), wife of the Serbian Under-Secretary for Foreign Affairs, who has inaugurated a home and hospital for
orphaned Serbian children. Centre: Mrs. St. Clair Stobart, the British nurse-heroine, who was tireless in her care for wounded Serbians
during the great retreat from Nish. Right : Two of Lady Ralph Paget's heroic nurses wearing specially designed hygienic garments.

among that company
CONSP1CUOLS
of heroic British women who,
without thought to personal danger, are
braving shell fire and disease in Serbia,
are Lady Ralph Paget and Mrs. St. Clair
Stobart;
The indefatigable and heroic devotion
at these women, and their many helpers,
bi Serbia's sick and wounded will be
remembered as outstanding examples of
the unprecedented parts played by Women
in the Great War.
Lady Ralph Paget, who recently had
the Grand Cordon of the Order of St.
Sava conferred upon her by King Peter,
-went to Serbia twelve months ago as
superintendent of the first unit of the
Serbian Relief Fund ; in March last she
V;as stricken by typhus ; now she is a
prisoner in the hands of the Bulgarians.
Despite the pleadings of her husband.
-who made a dash by motor-car to Omer
her rescue, three hours before the capture

of Uskub, Lady Paget said : " 1 am
going to stay here to take care of these
poor men. It is useless to try to make
me leave." Her staff remained with her.
Among that tragic mass of Serbians
who retreated from Nish was an Englishwoman mounted on a black horse, who
was unremitting in her solicitude for the
wounded. She was Mrs. St. Clair Stobart,
worshipped by the Serbians for the selfsacrificing heroism she has displayed on
their behalf.
With the overwhelmed yet stubbornly
fighting Serbians there are many more
nurse-heroines. sharing with the soldiers
their terrible privations with admirable
fortitude and unshaken courage. Harassed
from place to place by the enemy, they are
keeping to their posts, tending the feverstricken and the wounded in temporary
hospitals, often little more than cattlesheds, amid the floods and knee-deep
mud.

Some of the nurses from Scotland who are risking death and disease in Serbia on behalf of the soldiers of that stricken nation.
Lady Ralph Paget who has displayed heroic devotion on behalf of the sick and wounded Serbians at Uskub.

Inset;
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Doctor's Indefatigable Heroism Gains the V'C.

With unflinching courage and zeal during the heavy fighting
near Mauquissart on September 25-26th, Lieut. G. A. Mating,
R.A.M.C., tended over three hundred wounded men under
fierce shell fire, and saved many lives. He worked incessantly
for nearly fourteen hours, collecting and treating the fallen in the

open. Once he was flung down and temporarily stunned by the
bursting of a high-explosive shell, which wounded his only
assistant and killed several of his patients. A second shell covered
him with debris, but with conspicuous bravery and devotion to
duty, Lieut. Mating continued his gallant work single-handed.

Brave Gurkha Saves the Life of British Soldier

The story of Rifleman Kulbir Thapa, 3rd Queer Alexandra's Own
Gurkha Rifles, is conspicuous among those of the latest roll of
V.C.'s. Although himself wounded in operations near Mauguissart,
on September 25th, he discovered a sorely injured soldier of the
2nd Leicesters behind the first-line German trench, and stayed by

his side the whole day and night. Mist falling on September 25th,
Kulbir Thapa carried his comrade out of immediate danger, and
returned to bring in two wounded Gurkhas. Finally he went bark
to his first charge and carried him to a place of safety, under
heavy fire for the greater part of the way.

ARMOUR FOR MAN AND TRENCH.--French soldiers, wearing their new steel helmets,
holding an armoured trench during a violent bombardment by German artillery. On the
western front the old-style trench, with its barricades of sandbags and piles of earth, has
faan largely abandoned in favour of substantial steel-plated redoubts, heavy earthen and

wooden defence works, and also metal shields. The revolving steel cupola seen above was
captured from the Germans, who led the way in introducing these small portable " fortresses "
into the firing-lines. In trench defence the aim has been to prevent the many head wounds
caused by shrapnel and high-explosives shells bursting directly over the earthworks.
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Keep Your Eye on Russia
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE
HE entire attention of students of the war is directed
The wonder is not that Russia had to retire- from Warsaw,
at the present moment to the eastern and not to the
but that her armies, hampered as they were, put up the
western field of operations. In the west there is
fight they did. TO-day, the situation is radically changed.
general confidence that we have recovered the power of
Vast quantities of arms and munitions have been poured
initiative, and that We can resist enemy attacks and choose
into Russia from the Far East ; Japan has become her
our own time for a vigorous offensive. if we find it better
arsenal, and untold American munitions have arrived also.
to wait for a few weeks, we can wait; if we find it better to
Traitors have been weeded out. Internal unrest has been
strike hard at once, we are in the position to strike. Mr.
momentarily stilled, and Russia is presenting all along her
Redmond's views, expressed with great enthusiasm
front a vigorOUS offensive. The great campaign of Von
immediately after Ins return from the front, repeat the
Hindenburg has failed. Riga is still in Russian hands.
general impression of almost all those who have been to
The Baltic is now being more and more dominated by
Flanders : From the Commander-in-Chief down to all
British submarines.
ranks of the Army, there was the one feeling--absolute
Let us not forget that the Germans possess remarkable
confidence in the result of this war."
powers of adjusting - themselves to new requirements.
But -on the eastern front we are faced with a different
Their Whole theory of the war at the beginning Was built
situation. I have no desire at this critical hour to discuss
on the supposition that they would rush through to Paris,'
the position in the Dardanelles, for this is not the moment
occupy the French capital -within six weeks, at whatever
to deal with it. Great harm has undoubtedly been done
cost, break down the Allies' powers of resistance at the
by the indiscreet question and statement of Lord Ribblesdala. beginning, and. become masters of Continental Europe at a
in the House of Lords. How this peer's assertion about
bound. When thiS plan failed, thanks to the fighting
the nature of General Monro's report on the Dardanelles -qualities of the British and French troops at the Battle of ,
situation came to be asked, I cannot understand. It is
the Marne, the German Great General Staff instantly
equally difficult to learn how he came to know what he did.
brought out a fresh dossier of plans for prolonged war.
General Monro's report would obviously be a highly confidential document. The only way it could be known
Germany's Legions of White
would be by a betrayal of confidence—an -unintentional,
So
it
is
with
the
Germans
in Russia.. Having failed to
careless betrayal—by Staff officers or Cabinet Ministers.
accomplish their main purpose in the summer, they are
Staff officers connected with the \\Tar Office -do not chatter
now preparing for a great winter campaign there. It has
about these things. Do Cabinet Ministers ? Are any of
long
been a moot point whether summer or winter is the
them in the habit of talking freely in mixed - week-end
best
season
for the invasion of Russia. German military
parties at country houses ? It seems to me that some men
writers in olden rears fought out this paper battle time after,
in high places would do better to guard their own tongues
time. The advantages of the winter for invasion are that'
than to be so busy over the supposed sins of the Press.
the country roads are solid, the rivers are frozen over, that:
Balkan Hopes and Fears
an army has a vast track over which it can go. The
As I write this the Serbian situation is such that it may
disadvantages of a winter campaign are, of course, the great
radically change in any hour, but all the known facts
cold and the exposure.
point to certain conclusions. Lord Kitchener's mission to
The Germans are now buying wherever they can in the
the Balkans has been- a success in that Greece will not now
world large quantities of white material. This material
try to take a hostile attitude against us, although so far
is required to cover the uniforms of troops so that they can
there is little evidence that she will actively support us.
advance in the snow almost unseen. This plan was adopted
The Allies, by showing a strong hand and by demonstrating
by the Germans last winter to some extent in their Russian
that they can strike as well as plead, have momentarily
campaign. It is going to be adopted on a much larger
overwhelmed the pro-German section in Greece. So at
scale this year.
least it appears as far as W e can judge here. 'The Serbian
The Struggle Against Time
Army continues in the most desperate straits, fighting
The
Germans
will
to*
their
resources to bring about
with the utmost fierceness. The French Expeditionary
a decision with Russia. They anticipated occupying
Force failed to reach and relieve it. Apparently there is
Petrograd in September. They still hope to occupy it in
now no .way in which munitions can be taken up to it from
January. The very fact that such a campaign will be made
the Salonika front. Whether relief is possible through
means enormous expenditure of German energy and
'Montenegro and Albania yet remains to be seen. It would
manhood in that direction. It means continued delays
be as well to recognise that, in adoptim, the military policy
by the Germans on the western side. Now we have more
we have done on the Salonika front, the
b Allies have taken
and
more reason to believe that Germany cannot afford
great risks: The French and British forces there have
to wait long. Quick decisions are desirable for us. They
occupied, and still to some extent occupy, positions not
are practically indispensable for the Germans. Unless
without peril ; but in war great risks are sometimes
Germany can produce some new plan, there is no reason
inevitable. The strengthening of our forces which is now going
why the adventure that failed in_September should succeed
on all the time here, should daily make this danger less. ,
in December or January.
Russia Stands Firm
The reports of Russian offensive on a considerable scale
Meanwhile Russia is becoming mm e and more a
in the Balkans arc as yet too fugitive to discuss them in
detail. If Russia succeeds on her Polish front in keeping
dominating factor on the eastern front. The entire German
the Germans and Austrians actively engaged this winter,
plan of winter campaign was built tip on the supposition
that Russia would be virtually defeated by September,
she will have secured a tremendous victory, even though
she does not regain a yard of her own territory. By the
and would be practically out of the game. The German
strategists had much reason for this expectation. Russia spring she will have armies greater than ever ready to
was confronted by troubles within and troubles without.
launch on the enemy.
While discussing the Russian position, I should like to
Her armies were in some cases betrayed by traitors in
recommend my readers to obtain one of the most extracontrolling positions on the Staff. There were guns withOnt
ordinary books yet written on this war, " An Englishman
shells, and armies without munitions. The most desperate
in the Russian Ranks," by John Morse. This book is an
bravery and the most stubborn courage were in some cases
account of the experiences of an English volunteer with the
squandered because of the sheer stupidity of minor officials.
The German spy propaganda had tampered with highlyRussian forces. It is both fascinating and informing, I
placed directors who might well have been thought beyond . cannot understand how Mr, Morse came to occupy the
position he did, and there are many parts of the book both
suspicion.'Artillerymen found at times that what supplies
in its matter and its literary style which causes me considerof shells they had were duMmies filled with non-explosive
able wonder. Mr. Morse has given us the best inside -Tiew
compounds. Internal unrest ,seethed in the cities, and for
of life in the fielding ranks of the Russians.
some weeks there seemed a danger of revolution.

T
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War's Alarms in the Land of Classic Combats

Greek infantrymen marching through Salonika. The Franco-British
troops occupying the districts of Salonika are guarding the Allies'
Mediterranean interests

Greece has for many months been fully prepared for either decision
of the Skouloudis Cabinet. Above are Grecian Red Cross supplies,
packed on mules, being conveyed through Salonika.

The Greek military authorities requisitioned all the horses in Salonika, with the exception of those used for drawing public vehicles.
A peasant is seen delivering his horse at a military depot. Inset : Peculiar type of motor transport waggon used by the Greek Army.
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Fall of South-West Africa in Enemy Photographs

Men of the rearguard of the retreating Germans in South-West Africa 'placing charges on a railway preparatory to blowing up the lines
in the hope of hampering the victorious advance of General Botha and the Union forces.

The explosion of one of the charges placed on the railway by the retreating enemy. Railways are the lifelines of an army, whether it
be operating in the deserts of Africa or on the battle-grounds of Europe.

German air-bombs bursting over General Botha's troops during their wonderful advance across the desert to conquer German SouthWest Africa. Airmen flew out to meet the advancing Union forces, and this remarkable photograph was taken from a German aeroplane.

Ruse & Requisite to Further the Progress of War

The hauling power of a motor-car fitted with railway wheels and run on rails is, as this photo from
the French front shows, very considerable. Inset :
A " dummy " gun to beguile the hovering Taube.

French farm retaken from the Germans in a recent attack. The destruction to the buildings looks more serious than it really is. Although
the farm has been actually struck by one or two shells, the tiles in reality have been shaken off by the vibration of continual fire.
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Fishers of Mines : Deadliest Harvest of the Sea

Cleared for action aboard a British destroyer. The gun-layers
are at the after-gun, and about to fire at a mine.

Exploding a German mine by electric current. The sailor nearest the camera is seen holding the wires that have exploded the mine
vvhich, owing to a trick of the camera, seems much nearer to the destroyer than it really is. Inset : The rush of the water thrown up by
the propellers of a British destroyer travelling at full speed.

RECORDS
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VII.

The Irish Guards
Heroic episode at Festubert. At the moment a German mine exploded under

HOSE of them that were left have
made history." So Lord Cavan,
the general in charge of tile
Guards Brigade, wrote to Colonel Proby,
the commander of the ist Battalion Irish
Guards, after the first Battle of Ypres
and we will venture to add something
to his lordship's words and to say that
those who, alas ! were not left also did
their share, in making history on those
tremendous and unforgettable days.
The critical hour of this great battle
was between two and three o'clock on
Saturday afternoon, October 31st, 1914,
iust as the workpeople in our big towns
were getting home for their weekly halfholiday : and Sir John French has
described how he and Sir Douglas Hah,,,,
standing on a bill near Hooge, were
ivatching anxiously through their field,lasses the slow retreat of our set
Division.

T

Where the Guards Made History
On the previous evening Sir John had
brought up the Irish Guards and the
rest of the Guards Brigade to relieve
some cavalry regiments which were holding a very perilous position near _Klein
Zillebeke, and there they remained,
although the Germans made the most
desperate attempts to move them. Borne
back by sheer superiority of numbers
the ist and the 7th Divisions gave way,
but we know from a statement made by
Lord Cavan that in three fierce attacks
the Irish Guards did not go back two
hundred yards.
The first of these attacks was on
October 31st, and the second on the
next day, Sunday. The same story will
do for both. The Germans came on in
great numbers, but were beaten back by
the steady fire of our men.
On the
second of these days a platoon under
Lieutenant Woodrorfe especially distinguished itself, but so, indeed, did all the
Irishmen, for as the general said, " The
safety of the right flank of the British
section depended entirely on their staunchness." Happily for Calais that " staunchness " was equal to the strain.
The third attack was on the following
Friday, when the retirement of some
French soldiers on their right left the
Guards in a very dangerous position.
But again their " staunchness " prevailed,
and not only so, but before it was light
on the next morning the Irishmen and

" Yet sure they (i.e., the Irish) are very
rah:aunt and hardie, for the most part great
indurers of colde, labour, hunger, and all
hardnesse, very active and strong of hand,
very swift of foot, very vigilant and circumspect in their enterprises, very present . in
perils, very great scorners of death."
--SPENSER, " VIEW OF THE PRESENT
STATE OF IRELAND."

the other Guards leapt blithely forward
and paid the astonished Germans a small
instalment of what they owed them.
But by this time the Irish Guards
were only a tattered remnant of their
former selves. In these desperate encounters their losses had been terrible.
In disputing two hundred yards of ground
with superior forces, said the general,
thee .had lost sixteen officers and five
hundred and ninety-seven mem Put in
another 'say, more than half the full
strength of their battalion, and far more
than half of those in the ranks when this
particular spell of fighting began, had
been killed or wounded. Among the
officers killed were Lord John Hamilton,
a son of the Duke of Abercorn, the Hon.
A. E. Mulholland, and Major, H. HerbertStepney, then commanding the battalion.
Altogether by this, time the Irish Guards

Colonel the Hon. G. H. Morris, commanding 1st Irish Guards. He was killed
while leading his men in a bayonet charge
near Compiegne.

the

had had sixteen officers and one hundred
and twenty-three men killed, and twenty
officers and five hundred and seventy-one
men wounded and ill, It speaks volumes
for their morale to know that, in spite
of the hardships of the retreat from Mons.
only twelve were prisoners of war and
only twenty-seven were missing.
The Irish Guards, henceforward immortal in our military annals, have no
history. They were first raised in 1902
as a tribute to the gallantry shown by
the Irish regiments during the Boer War,
and on August 23rd, 5914, they stood
for the first time in the line of battle.
They had a name to make, and in less.
than a year they had made it, and a
glorious one it is.
A Weary, Fighting Retreat
The Irish Guards crossed over to France
in August
, . as part of the 4th, or Guards.
Brigade and of the and Division, and
on the Sunday they were in some trenches
which thee had just dug about midway
between Mons and Binche. There they
waited for the Germans, and when they
came within range they fired steadily
into the masses clad in the blue-grey
The Irishmen themselves lost
coats.
very few men, and when night came
they had every reason to congratulate
themselves.
But they did not know all that had
happened, and in the morning they were
ordered to stand to arms and then to
march—away from the enemy. They
obeyed, and throughout Monday and
Tuesday they trudged steadily onwards,
they knew not where. On Tuesday afternoon, footsore and weary, they reached
Landrecies, just as the rain began to fall,
but they had only just got to rest when
they were awakened and ordered out
again. The Germans were pouring into
the town, and in the darkness and the
wet the Irishmen had their first experience
of street fighting. Some turned houses
into miniature fortresses and fired their
rifles through loopholes, some worked
machine-guns' in dark and protected'
corners and byways, and some rushed
with the bayonet to drive the Germans
from the black and narrow streets. All
did their part well and bravely, and before
morning the enemy had disappeared,
leaving only the dead behind.
For a few days the Guards were allowed.
to retreat in peace, but on September 1st
they had another fight. They Were
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Irish Guards' advanced trench, the Guardsmen rushed forward to reach the mine crater before the enemy could capture it.

marching through some woods near
Compiegne and Villars-Cotterets, enjoying
the shade and coolness, which they were
able to appreciate after the dust and
heat of the past few days, when the sound
of firing told them that the Germans
were again close behind, Our battalions
turned to fight, and a battle as big as
Agincourt was fought in those woods.
Of this the Irish Guards bore the brunt.
Time and - again they rushed forward,
bayonet in hand, and during one of these
charges they lost their gallant colonel,
the Hon. G. H. Morris, who was killed
while leading them. Amid the trees the
lighting was very confused and difficult
and it cost the battalion the lives of
Majors H. E. Crichton, the second-incommand, C. A. Tisdall, and several
junior officers, as well as a number of
n;en.
Irish Guards "- Make Good"
A ic \I; days more and the weary retreat
tended. On September 6th the allied
armies turned, and the boot was on the
either leg, for the Germans began to
retire. The Irish Guards crossed the
Marne, hurried after the enemy to the
Aisne, and then went forward to " make
good " that river. After some +lifficulty,
end a certain amount of loss, they crossed
it near Chavonne in boats, and on the
r4th they advanced slowly up the wet
and o-_ -y slopes at the top of -which
the Germans were entrenched. They
made some progress during the morning,
and then, after a rest, they got on to the
plateau - above—a distinct success. In
this fighting Lord Guernsey and Lord
Arthur Hay were killed.
In the middle of October the Guards
were transferred to the neighbourhood
of Ypres, and were ordered to advance
towards Bruges. On the 21st they made
sonic progress, but the Germans were
swarming all round them, and Sir John
French, seeing the danger, tele' them
just to hold on to their ground near
Zonnebeke for two or three days when
Spine French troops would arrive to
support these.
Four Commanders in Three Months
For three days they held grimly on,
and then the Frenchmen arrived, and
the Guards were moved a little to the
smith. But not to rest, by any means.
On the 25th they advanced again, and
took some prisoners and guns from the
Germans. - On this day and the next
there was fierce fighting near Bente',

after which, so desperate was the position
elsewhere, that the Guards were again
moved, this time to Klein Zillebeke.
Then came the three days of combat
which revealed the worth and staunchness
of the Irishmen.
In spite of its very heavy losses the
battalion was soon reorganised, and after
a rest it became once more a fighting
unit, Major the Hon. J. F. Hepburn-StuartForbes-Trefusis taking over the command
in succession to Lord Attlee, who had been
wounded. Thus the battalion had had
four commanding officers in three months.
Major Trefusis, who received the D.S.O.
in February, and later became a brigadiergeneral, was killed on October 24th, 1915,
just a year afterwards.
In January the Irish Guards were
once more in the firing-line, this time in
the brickfields at Cuinchv. On February
1st the Germans broke in the British line

Bandsman of the Irish Guards with
regimental mascot.

the

here, and the Irishmen and the Colds- treams failed to drive them out. But
they soon tried again, and this time they
succeeded. After the Germans had been
well peppered by our artillery, a chosen
party of Guards, followed by some
Engineers, rushed forward with the
bayonet. All the Irish officers Were killed
or wounded, so devastating was the
German fire, and Lieutenant A. C. W.
Innes went forward to take command.
With -fourteen men he captured one
barricade, and then, dashing over another
sixty yards of ground, he took another.
One of the men with Innes was Michael
O'Leary, whose superb heroism on this
occasion was fittingly rewarded with the
Victoria, Cross.
Private Hennigan's Heroism
Five days later the Irish and the Coldstreams gave the Germans another taste
of steel. Close to them there was another
brick field in which parties of the enemy
were entrenched, and it was decided
to turn them out. This was done by
the usual method of a bombardment,
followed by a bayonet charge, and the
Distinguished Conduct Medal was given
to Sergeant-Major H. McVeigh for taking
oter the leadership of a section of the
ih tankers when the officer in command
Lad been killed. Another individual
action on this day may be mentioned, for
it show's that the Irish are.still as " strong
of hand " as they were when Spenser
wrote about them. Private P. Hennigan
—a real Irish name—threw bombs into
the enemy's position for six hours contivuously.
Ireland's "Scorners of Death"
The Irish Guards did not take a leading
part in the spring battles—Neuve Chapelle, Ypres, Festubert, and the rest—
but they were continually in dangerous
spots. One instance may be cited. From
May 17th to 19th they were continuously
in the fighting-line at Rue du Bois, and
there Lance-Sergeant T. McMullen gained
the Distinguished Conduct Medal for
bringing in wounded men, and so saving
many lives.
To turn back to the beginning. The
poet Spenser had never heard of the Irish
Guards, but could anyone describe them
better than he did ? " Very present . in
perils, very great scorners of death," is
tile history of the Irish Guards during
the Great War.
A. W. Holland

Men of Action versus Men of Words
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
' UBLIC opinion in war has come
be of far-reaching importance. n
its effect, not only on the confidence
soldiers and sailors possess in their leaders,
bat in the freedom of action and determination of those leaders themselves.
The far-reaching, influence of the Press
is a new factor, and the same may be said
of the reports of Parliamentary debates.
If only men better understood that
intangible quality called prestige, I think
some speeches which have been made in
the Lords, as well as Commons, would
never have been delivered. A soldier
or a sailor, responsible for the success
'of our war plans, should be able to feel
that he has unqualified public support
behind him, and so devote his whole
mind to what is in front of him. Otherwise,
ranch of his action may be the result of

p

to the most vicious attacks in Parliament
to which Ministers made no reply ; to
another in which Mr. CilUrChill flung
officers' names about like ninepins.
Both in Parliament and in the Press, not
only were attacks on Lord Kitchener
made the moment his back was turned
to go and render his country a service
largely dependent on his personal prestige,
but a set campaign began, attributing all
want of success to the absence of an
adequate General Staff.

Justice of Courts-Martial
It is not public opinion which should
punish incompetence in officers, but courtmartial. It is the function of public
opinion to support the fighting leaders
with a wave of enthusiasm behind them.
and if the orator is worth his salt he wilt
ponder and act on what Napoleon, the
" A thought which quartered bath but one greatest master of war, said : " You can
only govern men by imagination. \Vithpart wisdom,
out imagination they are brutes . . .
And ever three parts coward."
'Tis by speaking to the soul that you
Public Opinion Dangers
electrify men.'! The statesman's function
This failure to recognise how infinitely is to wage the war with unrelentin; energy
precious the right sort of public opinion is and to carry the people with him, aeid not
to our arms in the field is responsible for to undermine the- position of the sailor
ail the mischievous secrecy which con- and the soldier whose appointment rested
'lied naval and military losses, and at in his hands. We have by no means a
e same time led to suspicionS which were perfect reputation in this respect.
most unjust. It cannot be too strongly Rodney was intrigued against, and orders
recognised that British officers from the of recall sent before the news of his great
highest to the lowest cannot be regarded victory reached England. Hawke, at the
r.s a race apart, such as the Pr ussia n moment of his splendid fight at Ouiberon
officers, who depend upon an educated Bay, was being burnt in effigy in England
slavery and driving powers rather than for letting the French fleet oat !
leading and prestige.. Knowing this, from
The Government, and not the comtheir 'everyday experience of democracy, manders in the field, should bear the
one, would have thought that the leading brunt of all criticism. It is their right
politicians; at any rate, would jealously to choose the leaders and then to give
protect officers from ; public attack. In- them all the support in their power.
:&tead of this happening, I have listened One has only to go back to the days of

Hawke and Wolfe, and study the illsuccess under Newcastle and the glorious
victories under Chatham, to appreciate
the difference between hall-healLed and
unstinted support.
The greatest contiast between two
extremes of administrators in war is to be
found between Walpole and. Chatham.
The former defence in In t against the
vote of censure will live for ever as a
model of ineptitude and riliS,COneeption
as to a Prime Minister's duty :
As to
the clduct of the war, as 1 am neither
admiral nor general, as I have nothing
to do with either our Navy or Army, I am
sure I am not answerable for time prosecution of it.'
Napoleon's Rejoinder
During the Siege of Toulon in 1:7o4, - one
of those civilian agents of the Convention
whose position heel become established,
-and of whose excursions Mr. Churchill's
advent to Antwerp was but a repetition.
ventured on a criticism to Napoleon, then
an artillery officer winning his spurs.
" Do you," was the curt reply-, " attend to
your duty as national coramissioner, and I
will be answerable for mine with . niv
head.' It is the immemorial answer of
the man versed in war. It was given by
Paulus Emilius to the people of Eome :
" If they judged they could manage the
war to more ails
by any other, he
would willingly yield his charge ; but if
they confided in him, th-ev were not to
make themselves his colleagues in his
office, or noise reports, or criticise his
actions, but without talking; supply him
with means and assistance necessary to
the carrying on OE the war„ for; if they
proposed to command thein 0,Nli commander, they would render the expedition
more ridiculons than the former.'

All about Duels of the Up er Air
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
NE reads so much in these days
about fights in the air that natu
ally some interest attaches to the
•w ay in which these battles are fought.
In the early days of the war fighting in
the air was not regarded as part of an
fi ,, iator's regular job. There were so few
:neroplanes available that they and their
pilots l--ere thoroughly well occupied in
scouting, without having time to bother
r,:l:Doult what the enemy's aviators were
,tloing.
The French and British were the first
to produce something approaching the
battle-aeroplane, these being the Voisin
;slid Vicker!s.-biplanes respectively, the
ffinTmer having an engine of about
see h.-p. and the latter one of moo 11.-p.
In each the engine was behind and tile
pilot and passenger ill front.
In the Voisin the pilot sat in front and
behind him sat a- man with a machinegun, or mitrailleuse as the French call it,
fixed on a tripod over the pilot's head
and firing over -him. This arrangement
gave a good field of fire upwards and to
each side, but not downwards In these
t ie pilot went where he wished and
..muted out to the gunner what he wante,,I
Lim to fire at.
In the Vicker's the gunner sat in ft ,, , _,

0

directed him where he wanted to go;
though on occasion, when the gunner was
an air-mechanic or an N.C.O.. and the
pilot was an officer, the pilot; of course,
commanded the machine.
The Germans do not seem to have
produced a " pusher " battle-plane with
a gun clear of everything in front, but
appear to use huge " tractor " biplanes,
with the engine and propeller in front,
and carrying two machine-guns, one just
I ehind the engine and one just behind the
pilot, who sits between the two gunners
and manceuvrcs the machine so as to
give them the least chance of bringing
their guns to bear on their target. With
guns arranged thus, it is possible to fire
upwards at a machine which is being
chased, but not downwards and forwards ;
so the favourite method of attack- of these
machines is to trust to their speed to
catch the enemy, and then to fly alongside him on the same level, or thereabouts,
and to bring the broadside of two guns
to bear on him. This has certainly
ptoved very effective on occasion, but
many of the newest French machines
quite outclimb the Germans and get
away above them, or else they dive
,`,7.$ fast that the Germans cannot get
close enough to make sure of their

Lately, I hear, one of the crack German
pilots, Lieutenant Immelmann, who is
reported in the German comniiiniqm&s
to have shot down six or seven of the
Allies' aeroplanes, 'has taken to the old
French trick of using a at -small, fast
aeroplane fitted with -i machine-gun
which he operates himself. The gun is
fixed in front of him on a
tractor
biplane, and he fires straight through
his propeller. The propeller probably
runs at about -1 enpo revolutions pf,r
minute, and as it has two blades there is
a propeller-blade in front of the muzzle
of the gun 2, 4Q0 time's ti minute, for a
very small - fraction of a second. The
gun probably fires at the rate of between
five hundred and six hundred, shots a
minute, so -unless the pilot has the bad
luck to start firing just when a propellerblade—which is only three at four inches
wide--is exactly opposite the gun, lie
will probably miss it nearly-ad the time.
and will fire during the moment when
both - propeller-blades - are clear of the,
barrel. It has been worked out carefully
that in this way only about four shots
out of a hundred arc- likely to hit the
propeller, and a5 the bullets punch a
clean hole through it anti do riot c-iU:Se it
tlffi best
fe splintcr, it is tffinighl
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SEC.-LIEU T. A. B. TURNER gained his V.C. for
driving the Germans back by incessant bombing,
practically single-handed. This gallant officer later
died of wounds. Sergt. J. C. Raynes was awarded
the V.C. for going out into the open, while his battery
was being heavily bombarded, to carry in wounded
men. Capt. A. M. Read, V.C., although partially
gassed, went out several times to rally different parties,
and led them back into the firing-line. He was
mortally wounded.
Sec.-Lieut. F. H. Johnson, V.C., although wounded, led several
charges, and practically saved the situation. Sec.-Lieut. A. J.
T. Fleming-Sandes, V.C., was sent to command a company in a
very critical position. He jumped on to the parapet in full view
of the Germans, only twenty yards away, and threw several
bombs. Capt. C. G. Vickers, V.C., held a barrier for some hours,
with only two men, against heavy German attacks from front
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and flank. He was severely wounded, though not
before he had saved a critical situation.
Lance-Corpl. G. H. Wyatt gained the V.C. for his
extreme bravery at Landrecies. Twice he dashed
out of the line under fierce fire from the enemy, who
were only twenty-five yards distant, and extinguished
burning stacks of straw which the Germans had set
alight with incendiary bombs. Sec.-Lieut. R. P.
Hallowes, 'VC., was mortally wounded after the heroicactions that gained him the cross, yet even then he continued to
cheer his men. Corpl. J. D. Pollock, V.C., gained the decoration
for his daring bombing exploits under heavy fire. Pte. S. Harvey
was awarded the V.C. for his great devotion to duty under intense
fire. Pte. A. Vickers gained the V.C. for his courage under
fierce fire. Pte. G. Pcachment, V.C., gave his life to save an
officer. Piper D. Laidlaw won the V.C. for inspiring his
company by piping while marching up and down under fire.

Sec.-Lieut. A. B. TURNER,
V.C.. lst R. Berks Regt. For
great bravery near Vermelles.

Sec.-Lieut. F. H. JOHNSON
V.C., 73rd R.E. For hi.;
heroism at Hill 70.

Sergt. J. C. RAYNES, V.C.,
71st Brig. R.F.A. For heroism
on two occasions.

Capt. A. M. READ, V.C., is
Northamptons. For bravery
near Hulluch.

Sec.-Lieut. R. P. HALLOWES.
V.C., 4th Middlesex Regt. For
conspicuous bravery at Hooge.

Sec.-Lient.A. J. T. F.-SANDES,
V.C., 2nd E. Surrey Regt. For
bravery near Vermelles.

Capt. C. G. VICKERS, V.C.Pte. J. HAMILTON, V.C., L.-Cpl. G. H. WYATT, VA,
1 7th Sherwoods. For brave v 1st Australian Force.
For 3rd Coldstream Guards. For
at Hohenzollern Redoubt.
extreme bravery in Gallipoli.
heroism at Landrecies.

Carpi. J. D. POLLOCK, V.C., Pte S. HARVEY, V.0,, 1st
50 Cameron Highlanders. For Yorks &, Lanes Regt. For
heroism near Vermelles.
heroism rear Fosse 13.

Pte. A. VICKERS, V.C., Ind
R. Warwick Regt. For Brea
bravely near Hulluch.

Pte. G. PEACHMENT, V.C., Piper D. LAIDLAW, V.0 ,
2nd K.R.R.C. For conspicuous
7th K.,p, Scottish Borderers,
heroism near Hulluch.
For his bravery near Loos:
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" BLESSED ARE THE PURE IN HEART."—Where is the language that can do justice
to the beauty of this casual snapshot from the battle-front ? In this venerable pile, desecrated
by the horrors of war, profaned by the blatant song of shell and bullet, a group of British

and French fighting men, each holding a little Prayer Book, are bent in pious supplication.
A French priest conducts the service before the shattered altar. One Tommy has brought
his rifle into God's house, and placed it against the broken column on the right.
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A PICTURE - RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.
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Edited by J. A. HAMMERTOE

AFTER BIG GAME.—A British outpost in France on the alert for " blond beasts " approaching in ignorance of the rifles covering
them. The men are wearing the fur coats served out in anticipation of the rigours of winter.

IT ALL HAPPENED BEFORE!
New Light on Olden History proves the
Hun of To-day True to His Shameful Past
in all the flood of war literature, no more interesting or valuable contribution has been made to our
vinterstandi.og of the German character than fir. Ian D. Co/sin's remarkable work, " The Germans
in England (1066- 1598) ." The author explores a cli;-iortsly neglected by-path of _Anglo-German
hislory,,and the result is little short- of amazing ; for the German as we vow know him, most hatefully
selfish of humans, is proved the natural descendant of the earlier Germans, who, before the reign of
Elizabeth, had secured a diabolical v,ip on England.
When that energetic sovereign cleared one, the Teutonic 7empires, she took the first step to enable
the British genius for commerce to expand. There will have to be another riddance after this war,
and it is the duty of every citizen to help in ejecting this infamous race of interlopers from these islands,
for few Germans are here except as enemies and self-seekers. The article which we print on this page
give our readers some idea of Mr. Calvin's notable work, which is published from the office of " The
A/ational Review," but the study of the book liself is recommended to all who wish to be well informed
on this inzPortant sub,..ect.
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ARLYLE said use were a race of fools ; and he proved
it. For he fastened on us a German plaster saint
which is only now beginning to crumble. tie taught
us that the German was an idyllic, sent/mental, poetic
philosopher, entirely lost in beautiful vague dreams ; and
he sardonically contrasted this lovely, innocent soul with
the hard, practical, Philistine Briton. Then the disciples
of Carlyle took to writing English history from the proGerman standpoint, until even the Germans were so
deceived by all the false, fulsome praise that they began
to think themselves the supermen of the earth.
The result is that in none of our modern history books
. will you find an explanation of the fact that our first great
sea-fight was a victory over the Germans, and that in the
age of Shakespeare there was not a single German alive
in England. We all know- about Drake and the Armada,
but who has heard of the earlier Devon seaman, Robert
\Venington, who won the Battle of Guernsey ? \Venington
had only a few small ships on May 25th, 1419, and off
Guernsey he met with a German fleet of a hundred great
ships, bore down upon them with his cannon charged
and his linstocks lighted, and bade them strike their flag
in the name of the King of England. But the ships of
Prussia, Lubeck, Rostock, and other German cities shouted
to the Devon captain, and told him to " skvte " in the
name of the King of England. But Wellington os.-ersailed
them, and beat them ship by ship, with the odds of more
than ten to one against him, and, capturing the whole
great German fleet, brought it into the Solent. It is a
fine, glorious tale, which every English schoolboy should
know by heart in Bob Wellington's own words, but there
is none of our school historic's that will tell him anything
about it.
Britain's False Prophets of " Kultur "
All this is part of one of the most extraordinary conspiracies Of silence that ever were engineered. Had we
possessed, in the age of the Prince Consort, a Star Chamber
for falsifying our history in the interests of the Germans,
the thing could not have been done better. it was really
brought about by the fashion in thought_ introduced by
Thomas Carlyle and continued by Alatthew Arnold,
Seeley, Freeman and other writers of the same school.
We were sternly taught by all these mentors that the
Englishman and the Scottish Lowlander were degenerate
members of the noble, beautiful, Germanic family in whom
were embodied all the chief virtues of humanity. As for
the French, did not Tennyson, the friend of Carlyle, teach
us to contemn
The fool-red fury of the Seine.
The blind hysterics of the Celt ?
And so the great game went on ; and nobody told us
why Queen Elizabeth did not let a GerMan liVe in England.
This was a terrible family scandal, which had to be hushed
up—so the pro-German party thought—at any expense
of truth. Carlyle himself wrote a big book to show us that
the German king Frederick the Great was the kind of
man we wanted in our country. He received from Berlin

the Order of the Black Eagle as a recompense for his work.
Eris son of a race of independent Scottish peasants, who
pretended to stand for the fine democratic quality of
Scottish life, refused all British Court honours, but took
the Black Eagle as a reward for whitewashing Frederick
the Great, who was more given to unnatural vice than any
man since Nero.
So it comes about that we have to go to German historians to know the truth about the old, long, terrible
fight for empire between the Briton and the Teuton.
During the last twenty: years the German writers have
been exceedingly _frank about this ancient matter. It
was, indeed, one of their main sources of inspiration for
a renewed attack on our country. And with that curiou's
tendency—which the Gerrnan shares-with the dog, to lick
the hand of a master who knows how to use the whip—
the Teuton historians have become admirers of Queen
Elizabeth. For Elizabeth, like Napoleon I., won the
deep admiration. of the servile hucksters of Germany by
giving them a good thrashing. We are now engaged in
winning the admiration of our eternal enemy in the same
manner. So it may be well for us to know at last something
about our former great victorious conflict with our enemy.
Time-honoured Method of the German Vampire
At the time when Robert Wenington captured the
Cmnd Fleet of Germany, the Germans were the practical
masters of the whole world. And, strange as it may seem,
they won this position with but little fighting. le was
inanity achieved by the worming, underways method that
is now known as pacific penetration. The cheap Gen-man
Jerk, the eheap German technical expert, and the affable
German bank manager have taught us what pacific penetration means, be stealing customers' names from the
books of our merchants, spying on our processes of manufacture, and buying up British firms as cover for attacking
our markets.
in all these things the modern German was merely folio,xino- the practice of the ancient German ; and if he had
gone on with his undermining `work he might have NV Op.
what he wanted without war. - The, moderGerman.
German.
financed our later Free Trade moVement; backed both
sides, the Roinan Catholic and the Presbyterian, when
civil war seemed likely to occur in Ireland; got a considerable control of our money market and our Stock Exchange,
and fried by personal influence to sway members of our
Government. These were exactly the methods by which
the older school of Germany won the mastery of Europe
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. For a con
siderable part of that period England, Denmark, Sweden,
Flanders, Holland, and Poland were practically in a
condition of economic servitude to the German Hanset
The Hanse consisted of a federation of some ninety German
cities, headed by Lubeck, Hamburg, Bremen, Cologne,
and Dantric. They ,had a monopoly of the Baltic trade,
the staple articles of which were pine masts, hemp, and
[Continued On page

Domestic Scenes with Britons on Foreign Service

The most popular rendezvous behind the firing-front. British soldiers line up for their rations in a muddy environment, the result
of inclement weather and incessant transport.

Tommy is ever on the alert to make his hard life on active service less irksome. The construction of a light railway from one part
h of the camp to another is bound to relieve the stress of transport. This photograph shows such a railway, behind the lines.

British soldiers are seen in this photograph building kilns to act as destructors of camp refuse. In the interests of hygiene every
effort is made in our camps of Northern France to enable the soldiers to live up to that standard of cleanliness for which Great
Britain is renowned--and at one time was ridiculed—on the Continent.
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tar, without . which ships could not be built. 'They won
the command of the sea by keeping all these shipbuilding
materials in their hands ; and they would not sell them
in England until our King agreed not to let his subjects
build large ships. That is why Wellington had to use
vessels little larger than fishing-boats when he broke the
Grand German Fleet in the middle of the fifteenth century.
The Germans also organised, by means of their overwhelming merchant marine, a series of gigantic monopolies
and manufacturing- industries. England was merely their
wool farm ; they allowed us to raise sheep and sell them the
fleeces at their own price. If our wool-merchants tried—
as they often did—to get a fair price for their wool, the
Germans threw their. last year's stock on the London
market, and by what is now known as a " bear " operation
brought the price down to a bankrupt rate, and then
bought in. They took the wool to their agents in Flanders,
there had it made into cloth, and sold the cloth at doubt:;
its proper cost through their London agency. If the
English tried to make cloth from their own wool at a
reasonable price, the Germans resorted to their modern
trick of dumpin,our market, and wrecking it by underselling till they had
b re-established their monopoly.
The Origin of Hun Piracy
The worst of it was that the Germans were then the
money-lords of the world. Our pound sterling is a clipped
form of the old phrase a " pound easterling "—Easterling
being one of our names for the German, who was also
called Dutchman (Deutchmann), Silver was then the
chief medium of exchange, and the Germans controlled
the principal source of European silver in the mines of
Bohemia. By their command of silver the Germans
were able to turn the rates of exchange in their favour,
and bring our home-grown wheat down in price, until they
also controlled all the chief corn markets of Europe. They
also directed the metal market—a thing they were largely
doing at the beginning of August, 191.1. When the bolder
spirits in our seaports tried to get into the Baltic to get
shipbuildin,material, the bland peaceful German hucksters did not
b make war upon them. But they kept a tame
gang of pirates, known by the pleasant name of the
Victualling Brothers, who bore down in a squadron on our
single ships and took our seamen prisoners and tortured
them to death in a terribly cruel way. For some hundreds
of years our men could not even fish for herrings, for the
herring trade, like most of the salt-fish trade, was a German
monopoly. The Germans starved us, impoverished us,
drained us of all the life-blood of our industry, and when
our people grew discontented_ they skilfully worked off
the popular passions by financing our Icing to make war
on France.
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The scat of the German power in England was the
Stcehird, :London. i his was a great row of fortified.
buildings and wharves., sometimes known as the Guildhall
of the Germans, standing in Thanies Street and Windgoor-:e Alley. 'the garrison were, armed, and were not
allowed to marry English women on pain of being outcast.
English Custom House officers were not permitted to enter
the great fortress ; and a considerable .proportion of the
goods brought from the Hanse Towns for sale in England
was tayed at lower rates than the same articles made in.
England. When, for instance, Shakespeare was born,
the duty on undyed cloth per piece was one shilling and
twopence for English merchants and one shilling for Germans ; on dyed cloth the tariff was two shillings and
fourpence for English merchants, and two shillings for
German merchants ; while on half-dyed cloth the Englishmen paid one shilling and ninepence a piece, the men of
the Ilansc paying one shilling and sixpence.
How much-money the modern German magnates have
contributed by indirect channels, in recent years, to fight
down all efforts at British Imperial trade unity, is still a
matter for speculation. But it is known that in ancient
days the German monopolists bribed our City authorities,
our Custom House men, and, by more subtle methods of
making Royal loans on hard terms, won over some of our
kings, and the brothers of our kings, to sell their people
into c-conornic servitude.
Queen Elizabeth's Example
V.-hen Queen Elizabeth tried to put an end to this condition of affairs, and make England a manufacturing
country, the great league of German towns financed Philip
of Spain to make war upon us. They also supplied Philip
with a large number of huge warships for his Grand
Armada, and along the once more famous River Yser
they brought sailors from Hamburg, Bremen, Emden,
and other seaports, to work a great fleet of flat-bottomed
boats by which an army of invasion was to be transported
to England. Drake, however, not only broke the Armada,
but captured the. chief German merchant fleet of sixty
Hanse ships near the mouth of the Tagus. Then on the
memorable day of July 25th, 1598, the Lord Mayor of
London seized the Steelyard and every German was
expelled from England. The last of them left on August
_Ith, i598---one of the happiest days in our history. It
took the Germans nearly three hundred years to recover
from the blow we struck them. The story is told in a
vivid, telling, and interesting manner by 'Arr. Ian D. Colvin,
in his new book, " The Germans in England." It is a
work every British patriot should read in preparation for
the great commercial struggle which will follow the war.
If we do not want again to be pacifically penetrated atter
peace is made; we should do as Queen Elizabeth did.
EDWARD WRIGHT

Remarkable scene in the room of a house occupied by the Germans. After a furious offensive, French soldiers retook the village
and entered the house, to find that it had been converted into a concrete fort. Cement filled the establishment from the cellars to the
first floor. The Germans did not even take the trouble to remove the furniture, as seen from the photograph.

`War Illustrated' Employee on the Roll of Heroes

Private F. G. Challoner, 6th (City of London) Battalion, London
Regiment (T.F.), a member o7 the staff of the Amalgamated Press,
publishers of "The War Illustrated," gained the Distinguished
Conduct Medal for his conspicuous gallantry in action at Loos,
on September 25th, 1915. Far ahead of his comrades, Private

Challoner charged the enemy first-line trench in face of a withering
shell, machine-gun, and rifle fire. Jumping down in the midst
of a crowd of Germans, he shot and bayoneted nine of them.
This example of heroism so inspired the soldiers following him that
they charged the remaining German trenches again and again.
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Indomitable Soldiers of an Indomitable King

Practice with a mitrailleuse on the sand-dunes at La Panne, in Belgium. Inset Lieut.
Robert de Hensch, of the Belgian 4th Lancers.

A first-line trench in Flanders. Keen-eyed and grim-jawed, the soldier looks as strong
and serviceable as the trench that marks the confines of what is left to him of his country.

VERY little of his kingdom is • left
to King Albert now, but he is as
indomitable to-day as he was when he
forbade the Germans to set foot on
Belgian soil. That he has succeeded in
imbuing his soldiers with his own high
courage is shown by these photographs
taken of some of them when released
temporarily from the sterner business
of war. There is an expression of
strength, resolution, and purposefulness
on all these faces that is unmistakable.
King Albert's refusal to leave the strip
of his soil that alone remains unviolated
by the Hun has the enthusiastic approval
of his entire -people. All are animated
by a quiet confidence in the ultimate
recovery of their country, which is
justified by their resistance to overwhelming odds at the beginning, and
brave endurance ever since.

A game of cards behind the firing-line. Off duty for the time being, these well-groomed Belgian officers are as bent on their game as
they are bent on victory when on duty. On the right : Three brother officers-in-arms.

British Destroyers as Life-Savers and Patrols

S.O.S. A British T.E.D. reaches a merchantman that is just
settling down !-.:7 the head. Inset : Razing to the rescue.

Besides their primary work of destruction and such incidental service as saving lives imperilled by German pirates, the British T.B.D.'s
render invaluable service as patrols. This one is rapidly overhauling a sailing ship which is to be searched for possible contraband.
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The Passing of a German African Possession

General view of the British Nigerian Regiment's camp somewhere in the Cameroon. Although Garua, an important stronghold in the
German line, capitulated on June 10th, severe fighting is still proceeding in the colony.

Germans, slowly but surely, are
THEbeing
banished by the Allies from the
Cameroon. Only Yaunde, and a certain
past of territory in the centre of the colony,
are still in the hands of the enemy.
The fight for this valuable strip os
Western Africa has been a stern one, and
many brave Britons have perished for
the great cause under circumstances even
more trying than on the western front,
in the Dardanelles, or Balkans. Intense
heat, swamps, torrential rains, and impenetrable jungle were some of the hardship,
endured by the white men and natives.
The proverbial cupidity and frightfuiness of the German plans in Europe were
similarly in vogue in the Cameroon. On
one occasion, however, in retreating front
Lomje, the enemy resorted to burning
villages, thereby causing a mutiny among
the native troops in German service. Every
effort has been made to influence the Mohammedans against the Allies by wonderful
stories of the fall of Paris, the capture in
English towns, and such-like " victories."

Encampment of the British Nigerian Regiment in the Cameroon country. Some stalwart natives who are fighting for the white cause
of liberty are collecting stores. Inset : Officer's tent in the zone of Operations. A brilliant British success was scored recently west
of Yaunde by Major-Genera! C. M. Dobell, and in the north Brigadier-General F. H. G. Cunliffe also shattered the enemy resistance.

Closing Scenes in the Contest for the Cameroon

British officers snapped at leisure among the huge boulders
typical of parts of Equatorial Africa.

Machine-gun in action in the British trenches in the Cameroon.
Earth sacks are used here as in Europe.

nother view of an officer's tent, a haven of refuge from the scorching rays of
the sun. Tropical vegetation is seen in the background.

Critish officers photographed in the course of their work behind a barricade of stones. Inset : Major W. Wright, V.C., on the left, one
of the leading men in the campaign against Kaiserism in the A'rican Continent.
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Fighting for the Freedom o
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Black Mountains

A group of Turkish prisoners at Podgoritza under guard of their hereditary foes the
Montenegrins, in whose chivalrous hands they are sure of good treatment.

Types of Montenegrin soldiers. The Montenegrins are a wonderful and powerful
race of men, perhaps the finest physical type the world can show to-day.

A Montenegrin Sentry enjoying a few minutes'
exchange of talk with a comrade.

A Montenegrin gun in action on the corrugated sides of a mountain. For four hundred years the Montenegrins have preserved their
freedom only by the strength of their own right arm, and they are born fighting men.

Incidents from the Struggle in Balkan Cockpit

Left : Serbia's fighting monarch, King Peter, who has so inspired his
troops by his presence in the field. His Majesty now resides in a small
cottage near the Front. Above: Serbian machine-gun section in action.
Right : General Sarrail, Commander-in-Chief at Salonika.

Serbian gun emplacement holding a commanding position over the Varda Valley. While the enemy occupies practically all the plains
in East-Central Serbia, the Allied armies are making progress in the south.

ernh soldiers resting on the road to their camp near Salonika. Although Greece has not given a definite undertaking to the Entente
Powers not to interfere with Allied troops on Hellenic territory, a satisfactory solution to the problem is expected soon.

What a omen

In the course of attacks on the French forces in Serbia on
November 12th to 14th, the Bulgarians, during the stern fighting
on the slopes of Mount Arkangel, charged to within a few yards of
some trenches held by a famous French regiment. But then
the Bulgarians hesitated. In an instant the Frenchmen with

the Bulgars

enthusiastic yells, leaped over the parapet of their trench, and,
while the Bulgars were still faltering, were at them with
" Rosalie," their quaint name for the bayonet. Hesitating no
longer, the enemy simply turned tail and ran ; but they left 3,500
dead as toll to the dashing bravery of the French.

Anzacs and Turks collide on Mission of Mercy

One day towards evening a lonely figure was observed to be
making wearily towards the Anzac position, Gallipoli. A Turkish
rifle shot rang out, and the man fell wounded to his knees. He
endeavoured to bind up his injury, and then in despair dragged
his aching limbs to the edge of the fEgean. At nightfall a party of

gallant Anzacs ventured to rescue the outcast. When they arrived
on the scene a patrol of Turks emerged from the dark, bent on the
same errand of mercy. Shots were exchanged between the two
parties of rescuers, and the Turks were compelled to retire, leaving the gallant Anzacs in sole possession of their quest.

The War Illustrated, 11th December,
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Sons of Young Australia in the Land of Old Nile

A picturesque medley of khaki and burnouses outside Cairo, where
our Australian troops rest after fighting in the Dardanelles.

PioneSs,
Method of slivimming horses across the Nile ; the Great Barrage or dam can ba seen in the distance. Inset Men of the
Corps crossing the Nile on a raft that suggests the ancient British coracle.
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War on the Austrian Fronts as seen by Enemy Eyes

The war in the Alpine passes. Drawing by an enemy artist showing an Italian supply column being ambushed by an Austro-Hungarian
outpost. It is a pity, for the realism of this subject, that the artist's sense of perspective is so warped, as from the position in
which he shows the mule team, the Italians could not have failed to have seen the enemy scouts

The war in the Balkans, also through the eyes of an enemy artist. This drawing is supposed to illustrate Austro-Hungarian troops
crossing the Danube and driving the Serbians back from their first-line trenches.

Children of the Brave on the Fringe o

ar

Within sound of the guns in Flanders, over three hundred little
Belgian children are attending a school presided over by a major
in the Belgian Army. Inset : Food is provided for those scholars
who come long distances to attend the battlefield school.

Numbers of little French children who have lost both father and mother through the war are being cared for at a large house at ;•I ce.
They have been adopted by Madame Poporaska, and after their education is completed the little ones will be taught trades.
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Rifles & Grenades along the First Trench Line

French infantry manning a trench they had captured in Champagne.
It had been battered out of all semblance of its original form.

ex
School of war within sound of the guns. French soldiers being taught to throw grenades by means of tiny trench cannon. Inset : Poi
that followed his master into the-French trenches, refused to leave him, and became the pet of the regiment.

The Winter War Game in the Alpine Playground

a
Italian Red Cross bearers conveying a wounded comrade out of the
danger zone under heavy fire. Inset: The King of Italy, with his
suite, including Prince Louis Napoleon, extreme left, and General
Zupelli beyond the tripod of the King's binoculars.

Italy has shown herself more prepared inAhe matter of heavy ordnance than were France and Britain at the beginning of the war. Some
extraordinary machines are in use on the Alpine positions, and such a gigantic piece as is seen in this photograph is by no means an
isolated example of Italy's big guns. Let us hope that they will soon be pounding for the common cause in the Balkans.

General Winter' commands the Eastern Front

Russian soldiers about to go into action. A striking photograph of a Russian
patrol leaving their camp at the double to attack approaching Germans.

Russian" Amazon " with her German captors. When
taken prisoner she was fighting bravely in a trench.

Russian camp kitchen near a railway base. A refugee peasant woman is acting as a camp cook. Inset: Russian field kitchen in
the midst of a dreary, snow-covered waste on the eastern front, where a Russian outpost is encamped.

ACHI BABA, THE TURKS' NATURAL STRONGHOLD.---This famous hill on one of
the greatest of battlefields, Achi Baba, is the " natural bastion " defending the road to
Constantinople. Whatever the future may hold for Gallipoli, many stories of bloodshed,
heroism, and devotion to duty have been contributed to history since the Allies landed on
toe Peninsula last April. Despite the many fierce and valiant attacks made by British and

French troops on the hill, the Turks still hold their natural fortress.
Certain critics
submit that after the failure of the final attack on May 8th, the whole campaign should have
been reconsidered, and that the advances made in June and July, during which we lost from
30,000 to 40,000 men, should never have been attempted. Achi Baba is the hill in the centre
background of this drawing. The foreground gives an idea of Gallipoli country.

Winter in the West
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE
HE British Army in Flanders is now living - under the Germans are much stronger along the Belgian front
winter conditions..The severe weather and the than is generally realised at home. Their coast positions
exceptionally heavy frosts try endurance to the are guarded at many points by 15 in. guns ; and they have
full. There have been intense cold—frOsts sufficient_ to liberally used thick armour-plates in the construction of
freeze deep marshes so that .they can take heavy traffic— forts to hold up an advance. The dream of some of our
and high, bitter winds. Hard as this is, • many of our men commanders of getting cavalry brigades behind the lines
would probably prefer it to the weeks of mud which preceded and making broad sweeping movements would seem very
it. Before the frost came on, roads were bogs and trenches difficult to realise.
the home of all discomfort. Some trenches were knee-deep
While German strength is beginning to weaken, and
in mud. " Mud is everywhere," one man wrote. " One German effectives to decline, it would be foolish to imagine
never has a dry foot." Our men are fortunate in having an that we are going to have an easy task before us when we
abundant supply of jack-boots, jerseys, and fur coats. next attempt a direct advance. Our chief aid here is_
I understand that rubber. boots can be had, the rank and likely to be that our auxiliary forces are all the time imfile paying for them by instalments.
proving. It is no longer a secret that our Air Service has
If the weather is trying for us, it is equally trying for our taken an enormous step forward during the past few weeks.
enemy, and in this test of endurance, experience shows that Our Inventions Board has been far from idle, and some of
the British soldier comes out well. There is very little the devices it has perfected are of the highest importance.
illness in our ranks, and most of that is rheumatism. Great improvements in equipment have taken place. It
Happily, the medical treatment of rheumatism has enor- would not be discreet to refer to these in more than general
mously advanced; In particular, the absorption of drugs detail. The improvements stretch from very small things
by electric massage is carried to a point of high perfection.
to very great.
British Cheeriness and German Despair
Wanted—News from the Belgian Front
It is a proof of the careful attention given to our men that
Incidentally, much curiosity is expressed in many circles
this electric massage, usually a most expensive form of why more is not heard of the fighting done by the Belgian
treatment, is provided freely for the private in the ranks. Army. This Army has been re-equipped and re-armed.
The Almeric Paget-Corps, directed by the wives, daughters, The broken, haggard ranks that I saw after the escape
and sisters of some of our most eminent soldiers, provides from Antwerp are now new-clothed, strengthened, and
this treatment in the- convalescent camps and military re-formed. In the great September advance of the Allies
hospitals with results that are simply amazing.
little was heard of what the Belgians did.
Our boys are cheerfully enduring the strain. Sometimes
Why this silence ? At the beginning, King Albert's
the enemy is not. Let me quote from a letter from a soldier soldiers permitted war correspondents to stay with them.
now in a clearing hospital, knocked out -for the time with Then, at the direct instigation of the British authorities,
rheumatism. " I was in the trenches two days before my the correspondents were excluded. Yet, surely the tales
knees cracked up. They were in an awful state, the water they - were able to spread over the world of the gallantry
well over our knees. There were no dug-outs, and the of the Belgian soldiers and the horrors of the German
trench was continually falling in, and we Were getting a invasion Were great factors in arousing the storm of pity
lot of enfilading fire. ✓ But if we were _having a bad time, which spread everywhere for this most unhappy nation.
the Germans were having a worse, and one night one hundred
Belgium would do well to have some correspondents visit
and fifty of them came over and gave themselves up. They her lines again, and describe in detail the deeds of her soldiers.
told us they Were shelled out and flooded out, and could not Otherwise there may be danger of the impression spreading
get any food. They were in a sorry state; and ' fed up.' " abroad that the new Belgian Armies are simply passively
If I dwell on the dark side of the trench life for the holding a small section of the front. Such an impression
moment, it is because I am anxious to make my readers would be harmful all round. I, for one, am particularly
realise our responsibility for our men in the fighting-line. anxious that it should be avoided, for I know someOf course, they are not in the trenches all the time. But thing of the kindness of Belgian ladies to our ivoundea
even in the rest camps many of the roads must just now prisoners in the districts of Belgium held by the Germans.
resemble Salisbury Plain in December. Anyone who knew Knowing this, I wish no decline in the glory which to-day
Salisbury Plain last year, when the Canadians had their belongs to the martyr nation.
camp there, will understand what I mean.
. While dealing with the position of our men in the west,
I would like to call attention to a very real hardship
Soldiers' Unanimous Vote for RuM
Rum rations are by now probably served out to all f ailing on many men who have been wounded and resections of our Flanders troops. They were started -in some covered. They are sent back, not to their own rank anti
divisions, I know, in November. Some people at home feel place, but to whatever rank is vacant. Often they lose
very uncomfortable about the small- rum ration that the seniority. For example, one captain—the senior captain
troops receive. Almost every man I have met who has of his regiment—was badly wounded. He recovered
served during the winter is in favour of it. A few convinced sufficiently to be put on light home duties, and then was
teetotalers use it to rub their feet ! To most men the drink sent to the front again as junior captain.
comes as a glow of light and warmth.
Injustice to Those Who Return
One very innocent, if very widely read, medical authority
I hear of sergeant-majors having to go back as lancedeclared recently that it would be far better to give the men
in the trenches a cup of hot soap. Of course it would. corporals. For the married man, there is not only the loss
But, incidentally, he forgot to say how the hot soup was of prestige in going back to lower rank and the loss of pay,
to be served to the men in the lines. If ever a drink but also the lower allowance to his wife. It is, of course,
often difficult to fit men in. If a soldier is attached to a
was justified, I believe it is the soldier's winter tot.
We are drawing near the close of the time for sending regiment with a full complement, the men already proChristmas parcels to the front. - It is surely scarcely moted cannot lose rank to make room for them. But
necessary to urge on people living in the comfort of home there ought to be some way out.
The campaign of economy in the Army is really protheir duty in this matter. Most of us haVe at least our own
kith and kin to send to. Those who have not, and who do ceeding apace. Men engaged at high wages for special
not know of any, can send to the: commanding officer of service are being replaced, or are being offered their choice
some regiment at the front, and ask . that their parcel may between renewin,at a more moderate pay or taking their
be handed to a man in the Xanks who needs it: `` What discharge. Foodbis beim,- served out with more common- b immediate future may be the
am I to send ? " you ask. Warm underclothing, Warn' senSe. The danger of the
coming of an era of extreme stinginess, succeeding a period
socks; and warm stockings are good for a start.
All the information that .reaches me goes to show that ' of unnecessary waste. Extremes on either side are harmful,
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Our War Experts: A Plea for the Men Who Know
By Commander Carlyon Bellazrs, R.N., M.P.
.I
F 1903 Lord Selborne, as First Lord of
the Admiralty, made a speech in
which he said that " we 'have been
shamefully unbusinesslike in the way
we have treated questions of national
defence." It is, to my mind, doubtful
ii we have advanced very much since
then, The almost childish belief that
a great General Staff can spring Minervainto being. instead of realising that
it is the result of years of continuous
effort, is a case in point, Again we shall
Eeyer make progress until statesmen.
soldiers, and sailors enter sympatheticinto understanding each other's recements, and agree that each must lie
supreme authority in his own :p ear'.
Experts Consulted Too Late
The revelations made by Mr. 'Winston.
Churchill of his haphazard consultations
aliout the Dardanelles reveal, as I stated.
and as Lord Sydenham has since pointed
out in " The Times," no clear knowledge
as to who are the experts to be consulted.
The question of the effect of shell fire on
concealed fortifications on shore was one
ior artillery and engineer officers of the
Army, who do not appear to have been
invited to bring their knowledge into the
common stock at all. Mr. Pollen points
out another question in regard to the
Dardanelles--that the naval gunnery
experts were the last, instead of the first,
to be consulted. Not one of the officers
named were gunnery experts. in touch
with all the latest details of naval gunnery,
to work out by the aid of maps whether
spotting " where the shell fell could be
done, for otherwise it was an impossible
1- at to destroy the forts except by closerange fighting. This would then open op
further_- questions of mine-fields and
Citifting mines, which woulil have to he
a \ ept up under a galling fire from i he
shore in the absence of a co-ripating
land force.
"The Might Have Been"
As matters tarried out, his,Ill the
attempts at spotting and the clearing of
the mine-fields broke down. Whatever
may have been the probabilities of the
situation, even to the rushing of the
Strait in the very early days of the war
In- night with specially prepared merchant
ships ahead, and others lashed alongside
the battleships, while guns and searchlitJats were only used for blMcling the

lturks. all such ideas vanished into the
sunset of " the: might have been
German direction began its systematic
thought-out preparation against the wells
heralded plan of attack.
The fact of the matter is, such plans
ought never to be arrived at as brilliant
ideas, but as things thought about for
twenty or more years, in which the history
of past operations is kept constantly in
mind, how far each new invention
modifies the position, and in which the
dossier should not only include the name
aeof every naval and military offic
ouainted with the problem, -but the very
psychology of the Turk. and ot the
particular men on their side whom we
should liar Y up against, - is systematically
tabulated. by - the merest accident,
know, for instance, that the veriv charts
of Stivia Bay were the results of a sailor
I had the honour once to serve under.
Another old Army friend served all
around the Bulair.lines of Gallipoli, and
where ire are now fighting on the frontiers
of - Greece. - Such men under our British
system " are never invited to bring
their knowledge to bear,
Blunders in High Places
The mere facts as to who has served in
these countries are utterly lost, Incidentally, I may say that both men Would
have advised strongly against the landing
in the south- end of the Gallipoli Peninsula.
What I am concerned to point out is
that we not only do not seem to know
who are the experts, but we have no
machinery for getting at the maximum
of knowledge iron: the experts, so that
within a few minutes all the industry of
year in building this up-to-date case
fora certain line of action is ready for the
consideration of the people in high places.
Surely nobody can be so foolish as to
think the Dardanelles is a sudden discovery ol follies and blunders in high
places. We come across its prototype
again and again in peace as well as war.
Ilelioland was " an islet tumbling into
the sea." " We exchanged a complete
suit for a trouser-button.". A sermon
might be written on the dangers of
phrases and metaphors in imperial
Defence, 'What would ire not give for
Heligoland to-day.? The Admiralty had
no case to offer, whereas the historical
side alone of such a prepared- case would
have condemned the cession. Wei-Hai-

Animated scene on the landing-stags at Salonika. Part of a new contingent of
French infantrymen arriving to reinforce our ally's army in the Balkans.

Wei was to be some wonderful stniategical
key. Eater on it w-as (1jSC: ribed as a
health' resort, but we were fortunatelY
sayed from spending millions on it.
The very invasion and raiding preoiilem,
which the history of this war will show
to have played -untold mischief to our
offensive in Europe, the flaytic. anll
elsewhere, suffers at the very outset
because statesmen have not
the
soldiers in ,sharp set terms that
problem of the tars ore of tr t
tic so a is a purely anal problem. ft is
equally the business of the soldier anti
the sailor to know -iirom the static-3miaiii
what Sre the situations their itixi-afesocis
may have to fac 2
- through
alliances, or national dineranecis.
to state their requirements dari
to meet situations which may aris n wan
While we go on as we have
regard to the brain of war lye shall
go from one surprise to another,
doubtless our great maritime
viii
pull us through as it used to in the past.
One is reminded of the last speech Lora
St. 'Vincent made in T SOO.
The intoolico
of sending British troops to P_ gal
have - always disapproved.
. .
fact, it would seem, my Lords. as it
Ministers had not a geographic kn0wle.ig*of the country through which they were
to pass. .
But one would suppose that their ignorance of that species
of knowledge was become off • •
' a heaven-born Minister,' just after
came into power, asked when e Port
Mahon was in Europe or not,'
the same ignorance did the pti,isicas at
present in power manifeilt.
.
the House does its duty, it v.111 immisi
diately proceed to the foot of thasThrone
and there will tell the hoveraieir tho l of
truth, that if he does not renteiviti: his
Ministers he will lose his country."
Mr. Lloyd George's Confessions In the present day it is sulticiant to say
that never was a clearer problem set than
the one Mr. Asquith and Sir Edward
Grey had over eight years of office- to
prepare for. They preferred to be ruled
bY phrases such as that " opinions ars
stronger than armies," while the GerM 11 C
Potters went on building_ up, schemiog.
co-ordinating, standardising. and so on,
and now we must take the consequences.
There never Was a worse :organised
nation than we were for this war, - said
Mr. Lloyd George, and he made thi•
criticism as if he were contemplating_ his
neighbOuris landscape gardening. It shows
the mischief of a Cabinet of twenty-tixo.
There is no bringing home real
responsibility. "The Nation," on Tully
18th, 1908, gave the principle on •
we have worked in an article
The Mutiny of the Expert." . " Their
(the eN.perts)ibusiness is to work i oot tho
practical problems submitted titi them
within. the liinits of the expendittlire*. which
the House of Commons sanctions. P9more than this, unless we ar;.. to .return
to government by major-generals; arc'
1? zT ;wither e: ?e
.i;•
admirals, they it's'
rs." That is precisely why we are•ncite
paying nearly five millions a day for -car.
The business of the expert -is to woylc. oiat
the problems sulimitted to hint wItlhouif
reaard to expencliture e and the istate.sman
must then decide whether to change tit :
policy make alliances: or placate fire
potential enemies of his

ii,. [Far Illt,.stratcd, 1111t Dcecntl;cir
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Brig.-Gen. Hon. J. F. IL-S.-F.TREFUSIS, D.S.O., Irish Gds.

Major A. ROBERTS,
6th Yorkshire Regt.

Major A. T. W. CONSTABLE, Capt. A. J. GOODFELLOW,
2nd Essex Regt.
Sib Lancashire Fusiliers.

Capt. C. W. HOOPER,
2nd Highland L.I.

Capt. W. BURGESS.
2nd Royal Sussex Regt.

Lt.-Col. A. H. DAUKES,
7th South Staffs Regt.

Capt. J. W. H. MeCULLOCH Capt. R. S. SCHOLEFIELD
8th Border Regt.
5th Royal Fusiliers.

rigadier-General the Hon. John Frederick 'Hepburn-Stuart-Forbes-Trefusis, D.S.O.,
was the third son of the Dowager Lady Clinton and the late Lord Clinton. He was
gazetted to the Irish Guards in July, 1902. had been A.D.C. on the Stan at various times
to the Commander of the Fourth Army Corps, to the General Officer Commanding the
Eastern Command, and to General Lord Methuen, Commanding-in-Chief in South Africa
in 1908-9.
Major Archibald Thomas Wynne Constable. 2nd Essex Regiment, entered the Essex
Regiment from the Militia in December, 1901. He was pyomoted lieutenant in April,
1904, and captain in 1912, while in December, 1914, he was given temporary rank of major
for service with the 9th Battalion. In the South African War he was employed in operations in Cape Colony and the Orange River Colony, and for his services he received the
Queen's Medal with three clasps. Captain Arthur James Goodfellow. 8th Lancashire
Fusiliers, who was killed in action in the Dardanelles, had been associated with the Fusiliers
for seven years, and was gazetted captain four years ago.
Captain Walter Burgess, 2nd Royal Sussex Regiment, was the second son of LieutenantColonel F. F. R. Burgess. He entered the Sussex Regiment in 1904, and was promoted
in February, 1909. From July, 1909, to March, 1914, he was employed with the West
African Regiment.

B

Capt. C. A. COBBOLD,
7th Suffolk Regt.

Lieut. H. W. HILL,
6th Border Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. J. ARTHUR,
8th Gcrdon Highlanders.

Lieut. H. M. CLARKE,'
17th London Regt.

Flight Sub.-Lieut. D. A. HAY,
R.N.

Sec.-Lieut.W. S. C. GRIFFITH, Sec.-Lieut. F. H. FRIEND,
6th Leinster Regt.
2nd Wiltshire Regt.

Lieut. P. A. C. KELSEY,
6th East Kent Regt.

Capt. C. W. HAYES-NEWINGTON, 2nd Cheshire Regt.

Lieut. J. C. GARDOM,
1st Essex Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. J. U. Y. WILL- Sec.-Lieut. A. S. MACDONELL,
INGTON, 6th Leinster Regt.
let Cameron Highlanders.

O_ R DIARY OF THE W
Chronology ,of Events, November 1st to 50th, 1915
Nov. r.--Battle for Nish. Bulgarians fi , rried
the Tresibaba position, twenty miles
north-cast of the city, and fierce figlatima
in progress along the heights dominating
the Nishaya Valley. Kragujevatz, the
Serbian arsenal, captured by the Germans.
H.M. torpedo-boat No. on sunk: in
Strait of Gibraltar. after being
collision with a mercantile fleet auxiliary.
Germans made a slight advance in the
direction of Riga.
Nov. 2.—Despatch on Battle of Loos from
Sir John French published.
Serbian Campaign. On the
thwest front the enemy attacked in i ice
the south-east bank of the Eepenit zit. in
the centre ha was repulsed with teary
losses.
Nov. 3.—Russian Success in Galicia.
After the enemy had rushed the vilia•,
of Siemikowice (on the Stryptii, Pussins
counter attacked. All the enemy impons
who had penetrated the Sietnikthvice froi
about 5,000 men in all, were node
prisoners.
Italians pierced enemy's Tomtit line
trenches on the Pocig,DULI11 c
The Allies in Serbia. News tp hand of
British cavalry operating, in Serbia.
They, with the left wing of the Stintnern
Serbian Army, were thronn acres, tine
path of the Bulgarians advancihg south
towards Prilep and Mintastir.
The Austro-German army of invasion
occupied Ushitze.
Noy. 4.—Greek Ministry defeated in Chamber
by party of M. Venizelos. The Prime
Minister, M. Zaimis, resigned. • •
French positions in Champagne Ponied
the iChanson Farm taken by Germans,
retaken by the French, and wain violently attacked by the enemy.
French communiqu6 announced that
the landing of French troops at Sid:inn:a
was continuing.
On the Russian front. fighting to nt;
place west of Dyinsk and on the 0tr5 pa.
Both sides claimed successes.
Success in Cameroon announced. The
British occupied Banzo on Oct. 24, and
Bamenda on Oct 22.
Nov. 5.—Press Bureau announced Loyd
Kitchener's temporary absence idem the
War Office on public duty.
In Champagne fighting- continu e
i d with
unabated violence in the Trjolt ti the
north of Massiges.
Press Bureau announced that British
transpc5M Ramazan sunk by shdi
trinai an enemy Submarine nn Sept. ta i y,
the 4.1.aean Sett. Of three hiandrol and
eigMy Indian troops on board. senewti.n5 e wrere saved.
FEM armed boareilfne-steanwii•
sunk by enemy subnittrine lit Eastern
Mediterranean.
Bulgarians entered Nish.
Noy, 6.--On the Riga front Ru _dins successfully attacked the Germitns near the
village of Olai.
In Champagne a fresh German attack
against. French trenches in chii (ectfirtnie
earthworks -completely tailed.
- Announced that Lord Kitchener hits
left ') ngland at request of his coliti• tt e t nis
for a short visit to the Near Enstom
theatre of the war.
Novi 7.-4talian liner Ancona torpedoed pit
Sardinia by submarine, two hunched tun+.
- .twenty-two persons missing.
Between the Sorrime. and the 0:<e the
French carried a German piest in fctim
of Andechv.
Reported that the Bulattrians received
a severe check from the Serbian force_
aided by French and British treeps,
Izyor, between Veles and Prilep.
German cruiser Undiite sunk by sill
marine in Baltic.
Nov. 8.—Austro-German invaders fai Ser
entered Krushevatz.

To the north of St. Mihiel French
leitteries demolished a German antiaircraft gun.
Nov. 9. —Main line through Nish to Sofia
and Constantinople reported almost
Wholly in enemy hands.
In Champagne a very violent cannonade
on both sides in the region of l'f allure and
of the Butte de Mesnil was reported.
Nov. o.—British transport Mercian attacked
Ly aun tire from cnentv submarine in the
Me.Iitnitanean ; one hundred and three
uatties.
Great Russian Success. Near Koidd,
on the River Styr, they broke 000111V'S
and in the pursuit tonic fifty officers,
2,000 men, and twenty cartel ire
Announced that 11.A1. torpedo-boat
destr,,, yer Louis IlaS stranded ITI EaSt0I0
Mediterranean and beet ee it total.
WII.C5. All officers and crew safe.
Nov. In—New War Committee of the
Cabinet announced ntring the temperary absence of Lord Kitchener it will
censist of five members—Thi. Asquith.
Min Balfour, Mr. Lloyd George, Air.
Eaw, and Sir. McKenna.
Germans.reported to hate tthandoned
part of ihe country west of Riga.
Nov. Ia.—Bombardment very active 011 both
(sides in the sector of Loos.
The Greek Government, having failed
9Drile to any working arrangement
with the Mcnizelist majority, dissolved
tile Chtinther.
Bulgarians. with force of 30,000 men.
attiicited the French left wing in Southern
Serbia. Battle resulted in retreat of
enemy.
Now r,,—Russian troops in the Shlock
region pursued the enemy. inflicted great
losses on him, and advanced west ief
•
.Eentancrn.
Nov. 14.7-Balkan . Campaign. French arniv
lowl5; pushing up the Valley of the
Vardar towards Voles. West of the
river they hold the heights, where the5are in touch with the Serbians defending
the Babuna district.
German attack penetrated the French
trenches in the Labyrinth, but the enemy
was immediately dislodged by a counterattack:.
Air raid on Verona by three Austrian,
aerepla»es, seventy-eight persons _killed
and Injured.
Nov. r - --Successful attack on
Turkish
trenches
hundred and
sixty raid- on east of the Krithla mullah
and one hundred and twenty yards in
in west gained.
Balkan Campaign. Serbians reported
to be still holding the Natchailin Pass
and to have retaken Kiiikandelen
Efetnyin from the Bulgarians, Gernon
army under Von Gallwitz fighting in the
iliopiitza Valley, west of Ni-.!'
Continuance of fighting in the Labyrinth in Artois.
Oilicially reported from Petrograd that
during the past month Russitms to(ilt
674 offiCeUS and 49,200 men prisoners,
capturing 21 guns, ITS. machine-guns.
Nov. f9.--siBulgarianst reported to liar e taken
Krushevo, and to be six miles east. of
Prilcp, thus endangering Serbian
Southern Army and its, allies.
Despatch from Sir :fan French rear t inery
ported that. since November
On tenth sides had been active. specially
setillt of the La Bassee Canal, east of
Neuwied and east of Ypres. He also
reported cansiderable mining activity._
Nov.
War Council. Announced
that lie Asquith, Sir Edward Grey,
111r. Lloyd George, and Mr. Balfour have
gone to Paris, accompanied by naVal,
military, and diphunatic advisers, for
the purptase of consultation with the
I rench Government.
Strada improvement in Serbian o-errtions

riepcirted.
he Babuna :irpht,
t
Mount Aritangel.
c
riI3cirtiVO
attempt to pierce the Erencl.
On the
left banir of the Terierna. Bnigarians
lost. 4.000 inert in the acti(in.
Hospital ship Anglia struck a mine in
the Channel and sank ;Dn.: fti.cgrs, one
n_e. and one litimlrficl it:id tiiiii2:ity-11•111
men missing.
Noy. ite.-1)espatch from 5. T ‘1...7. Frond-,
TiTTOCk-,1 tit ,It,
THIt i f 1le3Si.11,7--s.
.111! -troops forceit act entrance e..to the
eneirty's front trench.
Noy.
.--. t iempte I ennui:Lille-dile. Fresh (iernt:iti
Ihn f/vina
rtii-ves.
statli
Nov. '2,0.— Lord Kitchener had audience of
King Constantine in Atinins.
Serliiints. dist Netria Bazar ti r.1
Bulgarians rim ,rted
t•-ecapei.
Pri!ep. and milvaiicine
No5h
Arto'is
and Hulltti.
th.Aritopiiii. at Beiante, the Ere:lei: sticces,
fully expliicleel two sets cif trines,
Nov. 22.--D0-Tatell from Si, Irelim Frnch.
e revierted orartlii
partheis of
i_astile lines
daring tho past hair
and the car curof a German ac: -'Marie,
The Fight for Gorizia.
offlt
communique described
struggle
during the last eight dai•s
Gorizia.
The Italian assaults on every pr.:isition
defence have brought then: Nvithin a fey..
yards of the StlfitliiiC
S:10,
"Michele. and Si', i\lartino.
Noy. 2 3.—Campaign iii Serbia.. C.apitai.
re' ao5ed front Mitro5- itza
Prizrend,
former toeing threatened by taterman and
Austrian columns aloe g the reads from
IZashifad and Novi Bazttr.
British Victory in 'Mesopotamia. H:-.4
battle fought at the ruins cif' Ctesiphou.
eighteen miles south-east of Bagdad.
Turkish position captured, together with
Soo prisoners and war material. Our
losses Were 2,000 killed am' enenneded.
leitssians captured a meat-1'."e
trench in the Drina clistricf Etstm
offensive south-west of Dvinst: 'annuls:ed.
a lso on east hart[i of the Stcw p.<
On lite
hilt batik of the _Madill(' Styr
tett:leiter' enemy west of the illiage.pi
1.1.ozliniteill, patting halt to flight.
111.0, <Of
Nov. 2.4.—Int Serbla I.
carried by enenty.
army
retreated towards ii AP0Atti
Note presented to Greece by the 11.ntente
y
Powers .4s.to rani
troops
klaccoditila.
Now. 25.—GL-owing Tinitti••
vial 1
in
h tee
leree
successive an-am-Inn te rementeritis
captured by the British
5 haired completely.
Russittlis reported tit have ci o•c
-ate:1
impintant traces:. on tin- Harm
taillicia. eider Sic
t/'
Sti°v- pJ, IZu<>ian tree ps et tacked
wines
enemy stud (.10,Ve 11101 t 10,0
many were drnwneel.
Noy, 26. — Battle
of Bagdad.
Nixtni reperted Turks ineri.ni
scene of battle fin Nov en-25 to a
ten mites south of
pck0001.7:_'• taken.
Another Note presented to Cirence,
11 ecI Powers denitincling nr-Sttrditc.s.
Nov. 27.---f ,edinan p,i591r-gas
bet-vein] Forges and Bethilic girt,
the
west of the
Nov. afif.--flerman submariiit clestrieyited
ieliddellterke by British. t_, i •.
No-v. 25.—British forces withdrawn ft,
Ctesiphen, owing. to Iittitittish reInferci
talents,
30.--Prizrencl titifen by Bilkgarits
1.ord Iiiitchener returned tei 1

18th Dacembsi. 1915.

A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea' and Air. Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

BRAVE BRITON CAPTURES FLAG OF KING "FOX."
F the many expressions of courage on the field, the taking
of an enemy standard, under heavy fire, is perhaps the
most moving. Such an exploit has brought renown to Corporal
W. H. Lappin, of the lst/5th Yorkshire Light Infantry, as well
as the D.C.M. On October 27th, Corporal Lappin crawled over
100 yards of "No Man,s Land.'' reconnoitred the enemy's trenches,
and obtained information as to the strength of their position.
Two days later he again ventured out, and captured a Bulgarian
flag. fixed by the Huns thirty yards from their trenches.

The War illustrated, 18th December, 1915.
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New Ways of Warfare
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE
EN familiar with war, men who had gone through
many campaigns, felt, before the present great
struggle was a, month old, that all their knowledge
counted for very little. Things, had changed. War, said
they, was being fought in a new way.
This is not altogether true. The essential principles
of war are the same to-day as they were when Caesar
conducted his armies across the Alps, or when Napoleon
led his triumphant legions into the rich valleys of Northern
Italy. The qualities that win are initiative, daring, the
power to endure, and discipline. It is the machinery of war
that has been transformed.
In some ways the most revolutionary new weapon of war
has been the aeroplane. The supreme value of the aeroplane
to-day is not so much as for offence, but as the supreme
scout. It has largely eliminated the factor of surprise in
war, a factor that once ranked among the most valuable
of weapons. Here is an example. In the early days, when
the Germans were being driven back from the gates of
Paris, the French planned a great blow in Northern France.
A considerable force was hurried together there for the
purpose of breaking the German right wing and cutting
off large sections of the Germany army. At first it seemed
that the movement, which was carried out with the utmost
secrecy and expedition, must succeed. But a Taube,
searching over the western countryside, noticed the unusual
movement of soldiers, and enabled Germany to bring up
reserves in time to check it.
the Lynx Eyes from the Skies
Photographers in aeroplanes give the Staff exact pictures
the trenches in the enemy lines. The aeroplane enables
the artillery to know their targets, to find their range, and to
regulate their fire with the utmost precision.
This is a new thing in war. The aeroplane was used to
some little extent in the Italian campaign in North Africa,
and in the earlier Balkan fighting, but even in the RussoJapanese war the only aerial scouting was done by captive
balloons. The Russians had only a few of these, while
the Japanese, so far as I myself saw, had none at all. Had
Russia possessed a single air scout at Port Arthur, the
capture of that position would have been impossible,
for the batteries would have been able to destroy each
Japanese gun before it was put in its concealed position.
The use of the aeroplane in offensive work in destroying
enemy positions has only begun. The new battle planes
being completed for both sides will have a range and power
of destructiveness undreamed of even by the very fine
85 h.-p. planes of to-day.
Germany's Long Start in Automobiles
Germany owed her ability to advance with great speed
early in the war to the possession of vast supplies of military
motor-cars ; 2,000 cars were accumulated on the
Luxembourg frontier in the first days of August. An
equal quantity was on the Russo-Silesian frontier, and
probably equal groups at various points higher up. When,
after the capture of Brussels, it was reported that the
Germans were pushing on around Northern France in the
direction of Lille, military experts declared that such
an advance was impossible ; it was too far round and
would take too long. But Germany's vast supplies of
motor-cars enabled troops to be pushed forward and
Supplies carried up at five times the speed possible in the
old days. The motor-ear was one of Germany's most
potent weapons in those early stages. To=day trench
warfare has killed the motor as a means of advance, but
it still does great work for supplies.
We, at the beginning, had barely begun to realise the
possibilities of motor warfare. We had made a few
experiments with motor traction for field guns. We took
some hundreds of motor-buses from the streets of London for
the use of our First Expeditionary Force. We had no
motor ambulances. It is not too much to say that had a
supply of motor ambulances been at our service at Mons,
Many hundreds of men to-day eating their hearts out in
German prisons would still be fighting in our ranks.

M

Our early deficiency has now been amply made up.
We have a splendid supply of motor ambulances ; great
traction engines, perhaps the strongest ever used, haul
our big guns ; and motor transport waggons, and motor
transport waggons alone, make it possible to keep up the
splendid supplies of food for our million odd men on the
Flanders front.
When reports first came to England during the siege of
Liege that the Germans were employing 42 cm. howitzers
against the forts there, old artillerymen laughed. " Do
you know what a 42 cm. shell would mean ? " they asked.
Do you realise the size of it ? Do you understand that.
the recoil of the weapon would smash any known system
of carriage ? It's a mere bit of German boasting."
Here again the apparently impossible had actually
taken place. It is doubtful if the 42 cm. howitzer is not
rather too big. In the opinion of many, the English
15 in. " Granny " does all that is required, and is much
more mobile. But the whole tendency is towards heavier
guns—heavier field-batteries, heavier J horse artillery, 18pounder guns in place of 12-pounder, 15 in. in place of 12 in.,
and so on.
High Explosives and Machine-guns
We have transformed our artillery equipment, and our
armies to-day on the Flanders front have not only great
strength in big guns but also have unlimited supplies of
high-explosive shells. But it would be idle to shut our ..
eyes to the fact that the German artillery equipment is
also very fine and the German artillerymen are splendidly
trained. The general public does not realise the strength
of the gun positions along the Belgian coast and on the
Belgian front held by the enemy.
Every experienced soldier will, I think, agree with me
that terrific as the effects of heavy artillery fire may be,
the real terror of modern fighting is the machine-gun.
Here, in the beginning, the Germans were amply supplied
and we were not. To-day we are reaching equality with
the Germans in machine-gun equipment. The portable
machine-gun of the Lewis type, the gun that a man can
carry easily under his arm and that can pour out a steady
storm of death, will be the real weapon of to-morrow.
We are only at the beginning in the revival of the use
of armour. The steel caps first adopted by the French
Army and now by our own, are found to possess obvious
advantages. Armoured plates for the body, while proof
against steel splinters, are probably more of a drawback
than a gain. The use of steel shields, particularly for
protecting men during advances, is bein,greatly developed.
The Germans have found great benefit
b from providing
little steel forts to shelter men with machine-guns. In
the Labyrinth the Germans made some of their positions
almost impregnable by using enormous steel plates.
New Wonders of Science on the Stocks
When soldiers in the trenches in the closing days of
1914 worked out " Tickler's artillery," jam tins filled with
explosives and fired by time-fuses, to throw in the enemy
lines, they little saw how in a few weeks the hand-grenade
would reach its present stage. In its different forms it
is now the primary weapon for the defence of every trench
and for every direct attack.
The new weapons of war are innumerable. There is
poison gas, the deadly darts thrown from aeroplanes that
pass clean through any man they strike, the trench mortar
and the " whizbang." By this time next year new weapons,
as yet scarcely dreamed of, will be freely employed. Our
war factories are preparing many disagreeable surprises
for the enemy, and probably he is preparing many for us.
At the beginning we had a lot of ground to make up.
Germany was ready with her weapons ; we were not.
To-day we stand on a more equal footing. If Germany
could not win when she had the advantage of superior
equipment, of complete surprise, and of adequate preparation there is every reason why she will not win when
her depleted armies face us with her secrets known, with
her weapons equalled, and with her traps sprung.

Along the British Front when the Bodies are Shy

British officers in an observation pit in front of an advanced dug-out near
the trenches. Right : Outpost in a first-line British trench. The opening in
the sand-bag barricade is to hold a concealed machine-gun.

British Red Cross workers cooking a hasty meal behind the first line. Right:
British soldiers carrying supplies over a treacherous " bridge " spanning
a ditch in rough country at the front.

A trophy of war. One of the Krupp guns captured by British troops during the great advance on the west front. Right : Chee-y
bivouac at a British camp in France. Some of the soldiers are wearing their warm woollen " helmets."
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Winter Preparations along the Gallipoli Shore

Scene at a Gallipoli landing place. Water-carts and
various other vehicles of transport waiting to collect
water supplies. Inset: Three naval airmen. Left to
right: Sub-Flight-Lieuts. Rose, Kilner, and Bastow
laying the foundations of their " domicile " in Gallipoli

Highlanders at work on the cliff side helping to construct a breakwater. Some remarkable feats of engineering have been
performed by the troops in Gallipoli, under difficulties unparalleled in any other campaign,

Preparing a Surprise for the Unsuspecting Turk

Gigantic bomb, almost ate high as a man, destined to be dropped
by a British airman on to a Turkish position on Gallipoli. A
facetious soldier has labelled it, in chalk, " 1st Sur-prize." Near
it are two bombs of different types, and of more usual sizes. The
irmen of the Allies who are operating with the forces in the

Dardanelles have established a strong superiority over the enemy.
At the beginning of the campaign against the Turks they " spotted '
and found ranges for the Queen Elizabeth and other ships, but now
they further the progress of the land fighting by bombingthe Turk1

and engaging in daring reconnaissances
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THE PITIFUL FLIGHT OF A NATION.--When the full tragic story of the awful plight of the
people of Serbia comes to light, the horrors suffered by the hapless refugees will send a shudder
throughout the entire world. This is not the flight of a few panic-stricken villagers—it is the
stolid, hopeless retreat from their homes of the entire civil population of a whole nation. Almost
the entire route is lined with the dead bodiewrof men, women, and children, and the carcases

of horses and mules, dead of starvation. Thousands of old men, women, and little children
are lying on the rocks, and in the undergrowth beside the trail, utterly exhausted or ill, or
suffering the agonies of starvation. And on these muddy roads leading southward there are
continuous processions of ox-driven carts filled with those too weak to walk, herds of cattle,
sheep, and pigs mingling with the silent, suffering Serbians.

incidents in the Van of Tsardom's Forces

Russian scouts on the alert near one of their
outpost positions.

Russian soldiers rescuing an Army horse from a treacherous mudbank into which it had sunk while in search of water. Pigs,
temporarily attached to the regimental field-kitchen, are drinking at the edge of the mud. Inset ; Russian military butcher examining
an ox that a peasant woman has offered for sale.
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How our Lines of Communication are Defended

One of the railway-yard barracks in which live the soldiers whose duty it is to
guard the railway and adjacent military positions.

Officers in railway quarters, and another railway barracks. All over the
British Empire there are soldiers guarding the " lines of communication."
This term includes everything concerned with military operations.

Officer and sergeant of the guard making a night-time inspection. Right : Railway compartment as orderly-room. Whereever one
sees sentries on duty in this country, they are guarding the " lines of communication " as surely as if they were at the Front.
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Italian Guns and Lights Seeking Austrian Foes

Italian officers watching the enemy guns in the distance from an observation post established on the roof of a house. On the right : Prince Napoleon
(left) talking to Prince Thomas of Savoy.

An Italian searchlight of 90 cm. diametre. On the right : An Italian field-gun about to fire. These guns are hardly, if at all,
inferior to the famous French "75 s," and the Italian gunners have done splendid work with them.

Heavy guns in position. Poking their long black muzzles above the artificial mounds of brushwood-covered earth, these deadly
inventions of destroying man yet seem to be mocked by the eternal mountains behind them.

Before and after Bombardment of Austrian Fort
photographs from any of the theatres of war, so far published, illustrate in a more
N O graphic
manner the appallingly destructive power of modern heavy artillery than the
two remarkable views given on this and the opposite page. The first is a portion of a telephotograph of the Austrian fort at Malborghetto, in the Carnic Alps, taken by an Italian official
photographer from the height of Mittagskofel, a little over two miles to the south, on the ridge
which divides Austria from Italy.
The second view shows the same Austrian fort photographed from the Italian height of
Monte Pipar, about a mile west by south of Mittagskofel, and therefore still farther distant from
the fort itself. The whole neighbourhood of the principal fort has been reduced by the Italian
heavy artillery to utter ruin, the surrounding forests completely obliterated, and the entire
landscape changed. This fort was originally constructed in 1880-83, but had frequently undergone alteration, and was supposed to represent the last word in defensive fortification at the
time that Italy declared war against Austria ; but it was a matter of a few days for the Italian
n and 12 in. guns, once they had found the range, to demolish the laborious fortifications on
which years of work had been spent. We hear very little about what Italy is doing, but these
two photographs will at least help to show us that her big guns arc not idle, and her steady,
patient, but effective pressure on the Austrian front will some day eventuate in decisive victory.

The Austrian fort at Malborghetto, in the Carnic Alps, surrounded by thick woodlands and protected by massive walls, before the
ttahan heavy artillery bombarded it. Note the solid steel cupolas. (This photograph and that on the opposite page were taken by
tele-photography at a distance of upwards of two miles.)
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Rock-girt Stronghold pounded into Dust

The scene of utter destruction after the bombardment. The surrounding woods have been blown away, the massive walls pounded
th,o.F.t. and the main building has suffered terribly, shell after shell having penetrated the roof, while one of the steel cupolas
has been shattered to nieces.

Some of the Queer Things seen

War-time

This image of a saint of the Greek Church, found by Germans in a captured
Russian trench, illustrates the simple piety of Russia's soldiers. Right : Eagerly
awaiting parcels from England at the civilian internment camp at Ruhleben.

Left : Feeding the birds on a French carrier-pigeon automobile behind the
firing-line. Above : French soldier about to enjoy the luxury of a roughand-ready shower-bath behind the French lines.

Substantial German dug-out at a camp near Troubricot, in Champagne, captured by the French. The Frenchman is wearing a steel
helmet. Right : Dummy guns captured from the enemy by the French during the last great advance. These " fake " weapons were
used as a "ruse de guerre " to deceive scouting airmen.
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Brave War Deeds by Women of Dauntless Courage
perhaps, with the Rusian Army that women have played
the neatest parts as actual fighters in the ranks, and even as
officers ; several hay e been decorated by the Tsar for their courage
and prowess in action. But Russia has its more typical " womanly
heroines as well—courageous " minist'ring angels " who, while
engaged on their glorious work of alleviating suffering, have also
proved their fearlessness when face to face with the enemy. Mira
IThksailovitch Ivanoli, for instance, who, when all the officers of the
company whose wounded she was tending in the firing-line were
killed or injured, rushed to tile head of the Russian soldiers and
tallied them so splendidly that they repulsed the Germans. But
Mira Ivanoff was killed in the moment of victory. In the British
lines at Loos, in September, there was a real Joan of Arc—a French
gill, seventeen years of age only, who, in addition to tending our
wounded, fought side by side with our men, and was seen to kill five
Germans with a revolver and with hand-grenades. This combatantheroine, Mlle-. Moreau, was praised by General Sir Douglas Haig,

Nurse with one of the Russian "flying " ambulances.
Right : Mira Miksailovitch Ivanoff, the heroic Russian
nurse who lost her life while rallying troops to a charge.

Mlle. Moreau, the French heroine of seventeen who fought side by side with British troops at Loos, killed five Germans, and tended
cur wounded, being decorated with the Military Cross by General de Sailly at Versailles. Inset : Mlle. Moreau wearing her medal.

THE GREAT EPISODES OF THE WAR
XXXI.—The Death and Resurrection of the Foreign Legion

I

N the oll days the Foreign Legion and it was with a grndgitr mind that the
of France was the last refuge from Legionaries followed the ''Colonial troops
suicide. Broken young gentlemen up'
the Punch-bowl of Souain.
from lore ign countries, and despairing
The men began by being angry ; they
scamps whom the police prevented from ended by being in a maddened fury.
carom g a dishonest living, found in the In marching up the Punch-bowl on
Legion a last foothold on life. Then, as September 26th they lost two thousand
writers of romance took to glorifying men without firing a shot ; for the
the hard-bitten, iron-disciplined body of Germans, after checking the Colonial
foreigners who cleared Algeria, Tunis, and Division near Navarin Farm, maintained
the Sahara of fighting Arabs, young men a curtain of shrapnel and shell fire over the
iii an adventurous turn of mind joined Punch-bowl to prevent the French general
the Legion for sport. It was often sport from moving up his supports. After
of a desperate kind, for there were a good being badly knocked about by their
many warlike blackguards in the corps, unseen enemy, the Legionaries had to
and the rule of the French officers could lie all night on their stomachs in the
be as harsh as death. Through all the pouring rain, under a pine-wood on the
atmosphere of exotic poetry that Ouida slopes of a down. When morning broke
and other writers cast over the Legion, there was a heavy fog blanketing the
nne thing only was clear, and that was country, and the French gunners and
that the men were magnificent fighters. their observing airmen could not find the
At the outbreak of the war the fame of position of the opposing batteries.
the Legion attracted many young fighting' General de Castelnau was therefore
lovers of France from the neutral States, in serious difficulties, for the enemy's
and by the time these recruits were fully howitzers continued to rake the valley
trained the Legion was somewhat changed with gun fire, while the French artillery
in character through wastage and fresh could not see what to fire at.
d rafts-, while retaining its formidable
The Unlucky Horse-shoe
character, The men had a superb pride
ia themselves, and hthey lifted each new
The Germans held the chain. of chalk
recruit to their own level in the great heights, forming an immense horse-shoe.
charge they made against the Vimy and all the main German trenches and
Ridge on May 9th, 1915. The Legion gun-pits were on the reverse slope of the
was then set to win the White Works, a downs. Nothing of them could be seen,
great underground German fortress lying and in many cases the French troops were
between Carency and Neuyille. But allowed to top the crest before an
this job was too small for the Legionaries. annihilating combination of converging
fires was brought to bear on them. The
Lost and Regained
most formidable of these German positions
In one great leaping movement they was the western point of the Horse-shoe
broke through five German lines in an at a place called Sabot Wood. This
hour and a half, and completely shattered clump of fir-trees grew on the sides of a
an entire German division, taking two clown near Navarin Farm. The works
thousand prisoners, a large number of in it were also in the form of a horse-shoe
guns, and killing or wounding another ten in front, while behind was a maze of
thousand enemies. But after breaking trenches and great caverns, dug out of
through the German front to a depth of the chalk, with railway-stations into
three miles, the two regiments of the which reinforcements and munitions were
Legion reached Vimy Ridge, cn the brought along two light railways built
reverse slope of which was the last by the German engineers and connected
German line, Between the crest and the with the old French
running along
line of entanglements, trenches, and gun- the Py River. It was against the Sabot
pits there was a grassy slope, four hundred Wood fortress that Marchand's Zouayes
yards in breadth. This the Legion could had broken.
not cross. It was shattered in trying to
Suicide for Success !
do so ; for the enemy machine-guns,
quick-firers, and heavy artillery swept
every yard of the ground. After losing
Three out of every four officers, and haying
its companies reduced from two hundred
and fifty to fifty men, the remnant of the
corps crawled into shell-holes on the
slopes, and remained in these scattered
covers until relieved.
'When the survivors were drawn back
into reserve, it seemed as if the famous
Legion were for ever destroyed. But
thousands of volunteers still poured in
from Switzerland, America, the Peninsula,
and Scandinavia, and at the end of four
months the corps was able to take the
field again. It was given to General
Marchand as a reserve to his Colonial
Division at Souain in the Battle of
Champagne on September 25th, 1915.
The Legion did not like this. Indeed, it
regarded it as an insult. It was not used
to 1.e in reserve to any other body of men,

All this the Legionaries learned as they
lay in the rain at night in the fir-wood
and grieved over their wrongs. There
was some talk of their acting as supports
to Zouave, Colonial. and Moorish columns
charging against the Horse-shoe. But
the Legionaries could not stand this.
They sent a deputation to their colonel,
and asked him in- a more or less polite
way if he had any regard for the honour
of the corps. The colonel, who was also
fretting at losing thousands of men without having struck a blow, sought for his
army corps commander at Souain,- and
put the matter before him. As a special
favour the Foreign Legion begged to be
allowed to attack Bois Sabot. It was
pointed out in reply that the Legionaries
were only asking to be allowed to commit
suicide. What could two regiments do
against the great fortress which needed
at least an army corps. to operate against

it ? But the Legion was sick of life.
It did not care about-tactics. At last it
was arranged that the Legionaries should.
have their way, and make a frontal
attack between the horns of the Horseshoe. Then, while the enemy was engaged
in repelling this -assault. the French
general prepared to launch another
division on the flank of the fortress.
-Naturally, it was this flank attack which
the French commander expected to
succeed. From his point of view he was
sacrificing the maddened Legionaries in
an impossible kind of attack,
which
'
would simply draw out the enemy's
forces, and enable him to deliver a more
scientific blow from another direction.
But thines did not fall out in tins way.
The angry Legionaries dislocated the
plan of their general. At three-thirty
in the afternoon of September 28th they
were drawn up in the pine-woods in
columns of two, havinr, only eighty per
cent, of their original effectives, the
others having been killed by shell and
shrapnel fire in a long period of waiting
in the Punch-bowl, The woods in which
they were sheltering were still being
shelled as they started to charge. The
ist Battalion leaped over the heads of
French soldiers entrenched outside the
wood, and amid cheers of encouragement,
the narrow columns changed into single
file and, quickening their pace, swept out
between the horns of the Horse-shoe.
The Lodestone for the Brave
The leaching battalion was raked front
and flanks with machine-gun and musketry
fire, and caught in the middle and rear
by shrapnel. Whole sections fell to a
man, but the other men held on and
reached the barbed-wire entanglements.
A path was made, but only one Legionary
of the ist Battalion got through it, and
lie fell headlong into the enemy's fire
trenches with a bullet through his knee.
Almost immediately, however, time
znd Battalion of the Legion arrived at
the entanglements and pushed through,
and jumped into the trench. Maybe a
hundred out of two thousand broke into
the German position, but with handbombs and daggers they cleared out a
hundred yards of the line, then other
battalions joined them with fewer losses,
and the real struggle for victory then
began. The Legionaries worked their
way through the warren with so absolute
a frenzy for slaughter that the German
division, garrisoning the works and supplied with abundant hand-bombs, could
not hold any barricade. No prisoners
were taken, and the half-shattered Legion.
fighting in sheer madness, careless of its
losses, was reduced at last to a score or so
of men. But when the flanking French
division arrived on the scene there was
no work for it. - The tiny remnant of the
Legion was master of the whole fortress.
The Legion had perished in its victory,
but such seas the power of example of its
dead upon the minds of thousands of
living men in neutral States, who hdd no
call to go to war, that the Legion was
re-born in Paris. Volunteers came in such
numbers that by the end. of November
trairtin: ovain.
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Brave Trio of Anzacs Assail a Turkish Trench

An experienced scout and two young Australian soldiers made
a daring night examination of a Turkish position. They crept
past the Turks' outpost trench and bombed the main position.
Then, crawling back to the outpost trench, the three heroes
threw bombs into it from the rear—and the Turks, misled,
fired in the opposite direction Then the trio steered for home

silently through the grass. They were nearly safe, when one
of them caught in something, a wire twanged, there was a
flash, and both the young Australian soldiers rolled over, killed
by the same bullet. One of them, a boy of nineteen, had deserted
before the war from the Australian Navy, but, enlisting under an
assumed name, he had achieved his honour—and Australia's.

The Second Phase of the Naval War
By Commander Canyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.

T

HE present Board of Admiralty,
presided over by Mr. Balfour, is
handling the naval problems presented to it from Riga to Suez with such
conspicuous ability that I see no reason
to regret the opinion I expressed some
months ago—that it is the best Board
within living memory. It has one glaring
difficulty as compared with the General
Staff of our great military rival. The
latter is able to impose German direction
on all the armies, be they Austrian, Hungarian, Bulgarian, or Turk. We have no
measure of control whatever over allied
navies. There was, for instance, an
extremely difficult problem presented in
October which prudence prevented me
from referring to at the time. At all
hazards France and Great Britain had to
move great military forces to a new
theatre of war, and to do so with expedition, for time was the essence of the
Serbian problem. The result was that
several transports were attacked by
submarines, and the natural criticism
was to ask where were the escorting
destroyers.

Problem of Transport
Protection
Now, those who ask this question, like
myself, must, in common fairness, allow
that if the Admiralty had the powers
of the German General Staff they would,
in dealing with the very difficult problem
of proViding a sure defence for the
comparatively great distances of the
Mediterranean, have disposed of not only
the French and Italian small craft, but
would have brought the Japanese flotillas
into the Mediterranean as well.
We can only be thankful that, as with
the great landing at Gallipoli, when the

Germans were still under the fatal
attraction of the strategy planned by the
Hamburg-Amerika line directors of attacking British commerce, so now their
strategical sins follow them. The trained
submarine crews are gone for ever. They
might otherwise have been turned loose
on our transports in the Mediterranean.
We have no battalions to face now, but
single spies, and they, too. will be eliminated by the methods which I indicated
in Tim WAR ILLUSTRATED of February
i3th. The ruthless hunt I spoke of goes
steadily on. Now within a few days we
read of an authenticated story of an
aeroplane bombing a submarine at sea.
a doubtful one of Greek fishermen blowing
up another, and the " New York Times"
quotes the officers of a Cunard liner as
having sighted three German submarines
disabled off the French coast.
German Submarine
Weakness
The fact is that, while the hunt is more
ruthless, the German submarine captains
are far less skilful. This last is what I
have endeavoured to impress on my
readers would ultimately be the case.
The policy of Germany involves the
old error of Napoleon in looking upon
a nave as a mass of material. Napoleon
could fashion an army in a short time,
but no man ever did this with a navy.
No naval weapon has ever demanded -a
higher degree of training than a submarine. The lost submarines could be
replaced, but no ingenuity or organisation
can replace the lost captains and crews.
" Peace," said Napoleon. in the wisdom
that came with war, " is necessary to
restore the navy, for then only will its
true training ground, the sea, be open to

it." Germany must get four years of
peace to restore its submarine navy.
According to a writer in the " New
York World," we have captured or sunk
fifty-eight submarines since February
i8th, while twenty more are listed
as " most probably destroyed " ; and
we are using as part of our submarine
flotilla in the Baltic captured German
submarines. These figures may be merely
conjectural, but I incline to think they
are not very far wrong, and our use of the
captured U boats is at least conceivable.
They were captured because we knew
exactly were
th
the bait was that they
were after and therefore where to
find them. Now that German policy
has achieved this aftermath of utter
failure. so that her very weapons are
turned against herself, I may legitimately turn back to my forecast of last
spring in which I closed with the words
that " all this has been done for a mere
bagatelle to minister to the clouded
judgment of hate."
Success of the New
Flotilla War
Sixteen months of war have passed,
and sixteen months are precisely what
was required by Britain to make a
new navy of small craft. We have,
therefore, entered upon the second phase
of the war where. while the Grand Fleet
maintains its silent vigil, the flotilla
war becomes ever more strenuous. hunting
the German submarines off the seas.
harassing the coast of Flanders, penetrating deep into Mesopotamia with the
British Army, and even casting a shadow
over the Baltic. presaging the time
when Germany will be denied the Sea
altogether.

Civil justice is administered by the French military authorities in occupation of Alsace. This photograph was taken in a court-room
at Dannemarie, and shows a French officer seated on the bench and settling disputes between inhabitants.

The Magic Pipes in City Street and on the Field

" Pied Pipers " of the war. Enthusiastic recruits who had enlisted under Lord Derby's scheme following the inspiring skirl of the bagpipes played by Highland pipers—a recent scene in London.

Shining through all the horror of human strife, the deluge of
blood, the torrent of tears, are incidents which compensate for
suffering and even make war sublimely beautiful. Such an event
was the conduct of Piper Laidlaw, of the King's Own Scottish
borderers, on the occasion of the advance at Loos. At a critical
moment when his comrades were unnerved by the effects of gas,

the superb piper bounded on to the trench parapet, and swung
up and down, playing "The Flowers of the Forest" under heavy
fire. The magic skirl of the pipes restored the nerve to his
sentimental compatriots. The effect was instantaneous, and the
Scots dashed out of the trench to the assault, Laidlaw piping away
until wounded, thereby gaining the V.C.

Tall Stories of Aerial Deeds
By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane'

W

HETI-112:R by accident or by design,
relying in the latter case on the
lack of knowledge of most people
on the subject of aircraft, certain
" war correspondents " manage to get
off more. tall stories about aeroplanes
than about anything- else in the war.
A week or so ago, a yarn was going
round the Press about a British aviator
whose engine failed and let him down in
German territory: There, so the story
goes, he was captured, his engine was
put in running order, and he was compelled to take up two Germans, who sat
on each side of hint with revolvers to
force him to teach them how to work the'
machine. When, he got into the machine
he strapped himself in, went up high,
looped the loop, tipped the Germans out,
and flew safely home. A very pretty
story, but foi' a few weak spots.
Slight Discrepancies
In the first place, there are no British
machines which would permit two other
people to sit one on either side of the
pilot. In the second place, German
pilots strap themselves into. their seats,
just as pilots of all other countries do,
to prevent themselves from being pitched
out in bumpy weather, so the Germans
—or one German, if only one went up—
would have been strapped in too.
Thirdly, if they had not been strapped
in they could have held on anyhow, for,
when a machine is " looping " it goes
over in one steady sweep, and, if it is
perfectly done, the action of centrifugal
.orce keeps the occupants pressed into

their seats. Even in a badly-executed
loop there is \ ery little tendency to fall
out. One is much more likely to he
thrown out on a windy day by a machine
dropping from under one and leaving
one "sitting " in the air.
That story first appeared in " The
Aeroplane," and it came to me from a
reader who heard it told at a lecture on
flying in a provincial town, and he sent
me the yarn as a good joke. I rather
fancy sonic of our flying people " somewhere in France " got hold of it in that
way and planted it on some too-inquisi
tive war correspondent.
Frost-Bitten "Facts"
Another quaint story was the one
about two German fliers who were
chased by Russians, and to escape flew
higher and higher, till at last they were
frozen to death, after which the engine
stopped--probably also " frozen to death."
The machine planed down and landed
undamaged behind the Russian lines,
where the crew was pulled out untouched
by bullets, hut stone dead with the cold.
The wonderful part about this story is
that when deprived of all control the
aeroplane should have glided down and
made a perfect landing en its own
account.
In such circumstances, if they were
possible, it is much more probable that
the descent would have become a " nosedive," and the machine would have been
smashed to splinters as it hit the ground.
But it is even more doubtful whether the
Germans were frozen to death at all

because the German pilots know more
about flying in cold weather than we do
in this country. and were not in the least
likely to be frozen before their engine
was stopped by the cold freezing up the
water in the radiators, or choking the
carburetter. The Russians have always
been famous for their fertile imaginations,
and it is much more probable that some
Russian soldiers who found the Germans
so cold that they could not get out of
their machine elaborated the yarn a bit
further.
Another source of improbable stories
is America. We hear of one American
aeroplane riaetory turning out a dozen
aeroplanes a day for the Allies, and these
are said to be of such size that they could
fly across the Atlantic without a stop.
It is probably enough to point out that
it they were delivered in such quantities
there would not be enough pilots in
America to put them through their flying
tests, and that there would not he enough
sheds in this country to house them.
The Gas-bag Myth
Another favourite yarn from America
is about the super-Zeppelins, which are
being built in tins country at such a rate
that if the story were true every town
in England would have airships floating
about over it half a dozen at a time.
The moral is, do not believe any of these
stories from " foreign parts," and about
half those told " on unimpeachable
authority
home. Most of them are
about as true as the baseless rumours about
famous fliers who have been shot as sines.

Our Photogravure
Supplement
With this issue of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED is presented, absolutely free, a
splendid photogravure art plate, reproduced direct from the' original, expressly
painted for THE WAR ILLUSTRATED by
Mr. Stanley L. Wood. the celebrated
military artist, entitled " The New British
Army in the Day of Victory : September
25th, 1915." It depicts a thrilling scene
on that ever-memorable clay when British
arms achieved one of the most notable
successes of the war in the great battle
for Loos. This supplement, the unusual
shape of which makes it. when framed,
very decorative, is so folded that those
who wish to preserve it with their bound
volumes of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED will
be able to have it pasted in when binding
Volume 3.

Enlarged Christmas
Number

France has sent many men, to the Balkan field, as another failure to achieve victory
in the Levant might have a dangerous effect on French public opinion. This photograph shows a large body of French infantry putting ashore at Salonika.

Not only are the publishers of THE
WAR ILLUSTRATED makimf this splendid
free gift with the current'
issue, but the
next issue, appearing in Christmas week,
will be enlarged and contain a number
of features of a seasonable character.
Most noteworthy among its contents will
be a beautiful supplement giving_ " The
Best Poems of The War," specially
selected, with editorial notes, by Sir
William Robertson Nicoll, LL.D., Editor of
" The British Weekly."
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More Men who have won Heroic Fame c(rORPORAL A. CLACK, Army Service Corps, was awarded the French Military Medal for his
‘-." remarkable resourcefulness. While carrying a despatch he sighted a company of Germans.
Immediately donning a German coat and helmet, he passed right by the enemy soldiers, and succeeded
in reaching his destination.
Captain Robert Loraine, Royal Flying Corps, who is well known as an actor, was awarded the Military
Cross for his conspicuous gallantry and skill in attacking a German Albatross biplane.
Lieutenant G. H. Wyndham-Green, Seaforth Highlanders, was awarded the Military Cross for his
conspicuous gallantry in action near " Fosse 8." He set a splendid example of coolness andbravery
under fire when in command, first of his platoon, and later of his company, exposing himself fearlessly.
Captain W. C. Wilson, 2nd Leicestershire Regt., who gained the D.S.O., is well known as an International Rugby footballer.
Lance-Sergeant J. Williams, Royal Welsh Fusiliers, won the Distinguished Conduct Medal for his
remarkable coolness and courage after he was badly wounded. Although one of his hands was practically
severed from his wrist, and he was also wounded in the shoulder, he assisted to bandage numbers of
wounded near him. He also did his best to encourage the rest of his company, and finally, refusing any
assistance from the R.A.M.C. men, he walked to the first-aid post.

Cpl. A. CLACK, Army Service Lieut.-Com. E. C. COOKSON Assist.-Paymstr. H. IC FITCH, Coin. C. P. TALBOT, R.N., Capt. ROBERT LORAINE,
Corps, awarded the French R.N., who, since being awarded R.N., awarded the Fifth who has been awarded the Royal Flying Corps.
This
Military Medal for daring the D.S.O., has been reported Class Order of the White Distinguished Service Order well-known actor-aviator has
while carrying despatches.
killed.
Eagle.
for his bravery,
won the Military Cross.

Cpl. 3. C. ALLPRESS, R.H.A., receiving the
D.C.M. from Brig.-Gen. T. F. Bushe.

Lance-Corporal BEALE, Royal Engineers, being
presented with D.C.M. by Gen. Sir Francis Lloyd.

Sec.-Lieut. R. RAWLINS, R.H.A., being given
the D.C.M. by Brig.-Gen. T. F. Bushe.

Sec.-Liett. N. E. WEBSTER Lieut. G. H. WYNDHAM- Capt. W. C. WILSON, 2nd Capt. P. H. HANSEN, V.C.,
Sherwood Foresters, who has GREEN, Seaforth Efighrs., who Leicestershire Regt., who has Lincolnshire Regt., who has
received the Military Cross.
has gained the Military Cross.
been awarded the D.S.O.
gained the Military Cross.
(Portraits btl Russell. L2fauette, Elliott & Fry.)

Lance-Sergt. J. WILLIAMS.
Royal Welsh Fusiliers, who
gained the D.C.M,

H.R.H. The Duke of Connaught inspecting the 72nd
Canadian Overseas Battalion at Vancouver. The photo-

The Governor-General of the Dominion delivering a farewell message to a regiment
before its departure for England. The centre photograph shows the Duke of Connaught with

graph shows the taking of the salute. Canada is still sending
of her best to emulate the deeds of her first contingents.

members of his Staff reviewing some of the newest recruits to the 72nd Battalion, who, even
without their uniforms, look a particularly fine body of men.
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CHRISTMAS IN THE TRENCHES
The Season of Peace in the Time of War
Memories and Musings by our War Correspondent

F. A.

C

MCKENZIE

HRISTMAS in the trenches 1 It strikes one as recollections that cannot be effaced. They have read of the
incongruous, doesn't it ? The celebration of the treatment of our own soldiers in German prison camps.
birth of the Prince-of Peace amid all the surroundings They have experienced the German poison gas. Every
of war ! Yet there it is, and nowhere will the great day be soldier knows many cases of the shocking treatment of our
more observed than in the front lines of our armies.
wounded. There will be no friendly stretching out of hands
One's mind inevitably goes back at a time like this to the this year.
two previous occasions in modern days when Northern
But Christmas will be observed in very marked fashion, France was the area of war at Christmas-time—December, and, unless some stern cominander orders an advance on
187o, and the Christmas of 1914.
this day, things will be reported as " Quiet along the front."
Looking over the records and the pictures of 1870, when The parcels begin to arrive at least a fortnight before
war was fought in the open, enables one to realise the vast Christmas, and they arrive in such overwhelming nuriabers
,ulf between then and now. But in 187o, as in 1915, the that it is hardly possible to deal with them. Few soldiers
note of war was tragedy. There had been a long spell but have at least some friend to send them something, and
of bitterly cold weather. The Germans, then as to-day, there are organisations galore—Christmas pudding funds,
had been counting on finishing the war before Christmas cigarette funds, county leagues and societies, and regimental
arrived, and were bitterly disappointed at their failure. bodies—all pouring in seasonable fare. It would be a very
France saw grim ruin daily approaching nearer. The good thing if all the luxuries that arrive around Christinas
French prisoners of war in German camps, revolting at Day could be spread over the weeks before and aftero
their treatment, _had conspired to rise up on the night of
Signs and Symbols of Festivity
Christmas Day, to disarm their guards, and to fight their
There will be decorations, if it is only of Christmas
way back to France. - Their plot was discovered.
cards from home, even, in the dug-outs. There will be feasts
in the front lines. But the full celebration will be in the.
Yuletide and Wars of Yester Year
The French Army had few festivities. Food was scarce, rest camps behind. There Christmas will be observed
almost as elaborately as in barracks in England. The
money scarcer, and there was neither the time nor the
spirit for even an hour of rejoicing. The Germans, however, non-commissioned officers in many a regiment have already
had a merry day. Loads of gifts arrived by waggon from sent to England for their packages of vari-coloured tissue
every part of their Fatherland. Deputations came to see paper. From this the handy men of the company make
that the gifts were properly distributed. There were all kinds of decorations—chains across the ceilings of the
Christmas-trees. In some of the places they started their huts, roses around the walls, and Christmas mottoes pasted
festivities at 6.3o on Christmas Eve, with- dances to the on white sheets, and stuck up on the walls. Even the
mud of the rest camps—the thick, cloying, penetrating,
music of the regimental bands. They, had feasts. The
indescribable mud, which must be felt to be realised—will
rooms were decorated with green branches, miniature
candles, and toy confectionery. For a moment war paused. not be allowed to spoil the good temper ofi this day. .
Christmas will start early, and there will be music.
A few hours later deadly sorties and fierce advances set
everywhere, for the loneliest and smallest outpost at least
the ball rolling again.
have their jew's harp. The Highland regiments will forget
The most remarkable feature in the trenches last year
for the time that the real Scotch celebration comes on , New
was the rapprochement that took place between the British
Year's Day, and not on Christmas Day, and the skirl of the
and the German troops on parts of our lines, particularly
pipers will liven the air of many 'and many a camp. = The
on the Messines front. Who started it is by no means clear ;
regimental officers will, as they always do at such a time,
but for some days before Christmas arrived there was a
come into real hearty personal contact with their men:
decided slackening of hostilities. Then a voice from one
I would like to be at one of two of the dinners in the rest
trench spoke to the enemy in the opposite trenches,
camps. I can see thein as on the show occasions I have
suggesting that there should be no more serious firing until known. There will be a shell-ease,or a couple of ShellNew Year's Day. The soldiers started to come out from
cases, carefully polished, in the middle of the table, to
cover ; the British to the German trenches, the Germans
hold some flowers that have come from home. There will
to the , British trenches. They exchanged drinks and be candles around, stuck in ginger-beer bottles. - The glasses
smokes ; they. had mutual sing-songs.
or mugs will be of infinite variety. Dinner will probably be
eaten in comparative peace, for the German soldier is
The Quaint Fraternity of Enmity
The thing was, of course, from a military point of view, eminently a sentimentalist. Christmas is his great festival,
have no desire on his own side to force
a great scandal. If soldiers on opposite sides made ftiends and hewill probably
with-one another in this way. war would soon be impossible. the fighting on that day.
Two Great Toasts of the Dying Year
Talking with the men who took part in these meetim,s
weeks afterwards, it was easy to see how deeply they had
°
There will be two toasts this year in many a hut and
been touched. They had discovered that their enemies, many an officers' mess that they did not have at home.
who for weeks had been trying to kill them, and whom they One, drunk in silence, will be " To those who have gone
had been trying to kill, were much like themselves. The and the other, drunk sometimes with a lump in the throat,
Saxon soldiers, who faced our troops at this point, were the will be " To the dear ones at home." They will tell tales
best of the German Army, men who throughout had been of " Blighty," and think of us as we, seated around our
most noted for their .humanity, and who most nearly own firesides, kept safe by their work, will be thinking
resemble our own lads. Surely these gatherings in the of them.
" No Man's Land " between the trenches were the very
That is how Christmas will probably be spent on the
culmination of the irony of war !
western front. I cannot think that there will be similar
There will be nothing of that this Year. The Germans conditions in the Balkans. There our lads are likely to
at many points are anxious to have an informal truce. have nothing but strenuous, furious endeavour against
They have already been calling out across their lines, desperate odds. Their parcels may or may not have come.
" Christmas coming. No more shoot." But they are not Unless the situation has markedly changed between the
meeting with any response. Our armies have too many moment of writing and Christmas Day, every man in the
bitter recollections from the twelve months that have passed, lines there will be on the qui vice all day, ready for anything.

First-line Photographs fromGeneral Headquarters

In a British first-line trench. This Christmastide our soldiers
will not suffer so greatly from the mud and water, for trenches
are now provided with wooden floors.

Snug corner of a British first-line trench. A soldier is carefully shaving in anticipation of Christmas leave. Right : The Queen of
the Belgians and Prince Alexander of Teck at the review of an infantry regiment held recently on the Belgian shore.

Canadian soldiers building a traverse with sand-bags in a front-line trench in France. Right : Braziers which will take the place of
Yule-logs at the front. A Canadian soldier with a stove he has made from a disused petrol-can. (The first, second, and fourth
photographs are official, from Ceneral Headquarters, and the Crown copyright is reserved.,
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Naval Supremacy and How to Apply It
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
HE Navy will still be on guard, while cross references to campaigns of a similar
we are celebrating Christmas, more character elsewhere.
It examines all home and foreign
sadly than usual, but .still with the
consolation of women and children to literature on the subject, and carries the
make it Christmas. Afloat the messes study right up to the conclusion, which
will be decorated, and the officers parade must be the occupation of Constantinople
behind the captain at noon to the strains and the opening of the Black Sea to
of " The Roast Beef of Old England," par- commerce. it attempts to estimate how
taking at each mess of a mouthful of the far modern conditions have modified the
circumstances of past campaigns. It
offerings held up on a tray.
For this moment a portion of the Navy, should secretly cause public discussions
while the -guard against the Hun is as to take place on certain knotty points,
strict as ever, will relax from the iron with the view to obtaining outside
routine which has ensured the safety of opinions, arguments, and criticisms.
our kingdom, our Empire, and our trade.
The." Geographical Section
Let us always remember that the perObtains
the
most
up-to-date
charts
and
fection of the Navy was the result of many
years of effort, and the way to use it military maps, information as to new
leading marks, buildings, condition of
needs even more prolonged thought.
roads, water supply, possibilities of conThe Brain of a Navy
structing artificial harbours, and enlists
A friendly critic has said to me that the aid of voluntary organisations like
this sort of talk of how brains fight the the Geographical Society. Gallipoli, being
war years before it comes reminds hint of very unfavourable to the maintenance
schools which. shout for efficiency or of a large permanent garrison, a special
economy, which in a general way we are study should be made of the transport
all in favoUr of. " Show us," he says, arrangements by which troops would be
" in a - concrete instance, like the Dar- sent there and maintained, and how many
danelles, how your brains would have got troops are likely to be immobilised there,
to work." I accept the challenge, so far supposing we merely threaten to invade
as space allows, and will say how forty and never do so.
years' continuous work would be done by
The rest of the coast of European and
an Imperial War Staff. There would be Asiatic Turkey should be carefully exthe following sections : (a) The Records ; whined to give us the double objective to
(Pb) The Historical ; (c) The Geographical ; the Dardanelles, in order that a strong
(d) The Statistical ; (a) The Embassy, and point may be made to draw troops and
other reports.
supplies or even to become the main
objective if the Dardanelles is held in
The Records Section
too great force. The double objective
A record should be kept of every British is most important to amphibious operacitizen who has travelled over Gallipoli tions, because of the rapidity with which
on the opposite side, so as to acquire troops can be moved by sea. Frederick
knowledge of value, or who has gained the Great once said that but for the
an intimate acquaintance with the sur- science of geography he might have been
rounding waters, the languages. and the an honest man, and Moltke said that
habits of the peasantry, etc. These three-fourths of the science of war lay
records shOuld be kept up to date, and in geography.
touch kept with those concerned. The
The Dardanelles campaign would
age, physique, personal characteristics of
-leading Turkish statesmen, soldiers, and necessarily involve the selection of bases
sailors, which are likely to influence their for naval and military purposes, with due
actions, should be carefully recorded and regard to safety, hygiene, etc., among the
islands. The geographical features would
kept up to date.
then be dealt with by gunnery experts,
The Historical Section
with the view of settling how guns can
Prepares critical examinations of all best be brought into play from land and
campaigns in and around Gallipoli, with sea.

T

flflessmates all ! Since the beginning of the war these Jack Tars have been together
the whole time, serving with the Naval Brigade in Belgium and escaping in the famous
retreat. They are now doing duty on a patrol ship.

The details connected with the outflow
of the currents of the Dardanelles and the
occasional reversal after a southerly gale
should be specially considered. The effect
of gales, combined with currents on a
mine-field in deep waters such as the
Dardanelles, should be the subject of
special experiment under the auspices
of the torpedo schools. At the same time
the naval gunnery schools, the Royal
Engineer and Royal Artillery officers
at Chatham and Woolwich, should work
out how far guns and howitzers on shore,
with the advantages of concealment, have
gained on ships which are built and armed
to fight ships and not forts, and how far
they are able to protect the mine-fields
from disturbance.
The Statistical Section
The Statistical Section would have to
study all the details of strength and
resources. In the case of such a nation
as Turkey, possessing what can be made an
impregnable barrier to surface craft in
the Dardanelles, the statistics of the
enemies of the subMarine are the most
important. Taking the mine destroyers,
they are all so lightly armed that a gunnery
expert would at once be struck with the
fact that it would have been quite
possible to have built, without detriment
to our general strategy, submarines which
could easily fight and defeat these vessek
and the smaller torpedo-beats on the
surface. In this way the Sea of Marmora
could have - been dominated if secret
supplies of oil could have been arranged
for in advance.
The Embassy Reports, etc.
These should feed all the sections, but
should also include the best estimates that
can be formed as to the morale and
materiel of the Turkish forces. Great
care should be taken to note the trainingof the fixed and mobile defensive forces.
CoMmercial reports should deal with
existing stocks of 'coal, oil, food, etc.,
and contracts being fulfilled out of Turkey.
The sources of supply should be indicated
and their proximity to raiding attacks.
The seasonal effects on Turkish arms for a
declaration of war should be considered.
Lastly, the filing systeM should be very
complete, so that details are readily
accessible.
The Plan Complete
The secret plan would only be known
to the naval and military chiefs. It
would not be rigid,- but adaptable to
factors which vary with time ; but the
Dardanelles campaign must include Con',
sta.ntinethle for its objective. The plan
must take in the possibility of allies on
either side. A plan whichis ready can be
acted on quickly, and this is a necessary
part of it, for the Turk is sloW in getting
into his stride, and if money, munitions,
and officers can come from an ally, his
fthees are capable Of dangerous expansion.
fhe complete plan would - be produced
for the War Cabinet when the time
came. It could not be arrived at by
haphazard discussion round a table or by
telegrams to officers. The officer selected
to carry it out should not be appointed
unless he has confidence in it, and should
himself have been warned long before to
make a special study of the sphere of
e pc rations.

The Ceaseless Vi

CoastwiseGuardians

Boat's crew being lowered from a destroyer in order to examine
a doubtful-looking craft that had been signalled to stop.

Physic'sl drill under difficulties. Space ie, at a premium on British destroyers, and there is but little room for " Jack " to take his
necessary exe ,;i33. Inset ; " Handymen" repairing a hose-pipe on the deck of a destroyer'cieared for action-
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The Tide of War ebbs in Flanders at Yuletide

On the left : British Army cook with a tinned plumpudding. Above : Where the best of Britain's manhood will spend Christmas—a typical corner in a
British trench.

British gun and munitions supply train in France
about to start for a railway base behind the lines

L'Entente Cordiale "Christmas. British and French artillery officers behind a great masked gun on the French front. Right: Buying
Christmas fare within sound of the guns. French peasant girls selling fruits to British so:diers at a camp behind the firing-line.,

Round about Bagdad, City of the Caliphs

Turkish prisoners captured by the British in the neighbourhood of the Persian Gulf, lino up to receive new clothes at a temporary
headquarters. They are in the charge of Indian soldiers.

Indian machine-gun battery going into action over undulating desert territory, typical of the scene of operations in Mesopotamia. An idea
of the fierce rays of the sun may be gathered from the dense shadows cast by the figures. A British officer superintends the operations.

This photograph illustrates veritably the meeting of the East and West. On the station platform a group of Oriental prisoners, clad in
Western overcoats and picturesque turbans, await transportation to a camp by the great Indian Peninsular train, under British escort.

7.1“: Wur ILluslrutcl, 25t1
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Troop Trains & Transports for the Balkan Front

British troops entraining for the front in the Strumnitza district,
east of the Salonika-Nish railway, the only line up which to pass
them.

British column arriving at the front to join their British and French
comrades operating towards Strumnitza.

General Sarrail

British soldier at Valandovo carrying a wounded
comrade to a village hospital near the trenches.

the French Commander-in-Chief in the Balkans, supervising the entraining of troops for the front. This
photograph, in combination with the one at the too, completes the scene.

THE TWENTY BEST WAR PO EMS
Specially Selected for "The War Illustrated"

By Sir WILLIAM hOBERTSON NICOLL, LLD.

In inatiing this selection of war poems I have tried to do justice to varioni, interests-4o our
Allies, earn especially to our Dominions, also to the various forms of service, and to the nine
Perils Cult tidzyi disclosed themselves in the war. Nor could. I fo;get vitrify the sorrows of rive .tittic,fielil
'bereavement or the religious hope thai has sustained so 7t;;111-1' COMbatg)its
P, N.
and so many achi;If; hearts at hoe zee—
Thomas Hardy. 11

Rudyard Iii; l n„

THE KAISER AND GOD.
By Barry Pcin.

By Rulyari Ki ling,
"FOR ALL WE HAVE AND ARE."
oecai have pas,;ied rid() the cio;iscicisoe 5s
Sonic Tres in
the 37,71' ?.00, Those se,ho heard Lord Plynumth i-it
Hall a!eir his So` 5
"
1-Aiglunar
e
necer loTget hew he quoted. !lie
death a
Comfort eciutent, delight-OR all we have and aro,
The ages slow-bought gain
For all our citildren's fait ,
They shrivelled in a night,
Stand up and meet the war.
Only ourselves remain
The 'Hun is at the gate !
To face the naked days
Our world has passed away
lei silent fortitude
In wantonness o'erihrown.
Thrfmgh perils and dismays
There is nothing left to-day
Renewed and re-renewed,
But steel and fire and stone.

171%.:51;i•aSt:?libi.i'CC of -Irony 2s ii, m the,
text, " I re foire zu'ith ;on t 11. 1F17 /cdii's
tnialficentlie God
tfirst Z'actor 1'.
from the
supported
1
Kaiser to !he Crazed Priicess.

F

Though all wc made depart
The old eomrnandment stand
patience keep your heart,
In strength lift up your ntud."

Though all we knew- depart,
The old commandments stand
" In courage keep your heart,
In strength lift up your ham!:
Once more we hear the word
That sickened earth of old :e—
l' No law except the sword
Unsheathed and uneontrollgd."
Once more-it knits mankind,
' Once more the nations go
To meet and break and bind
A crazed and driven foe.
MEN WHO MARCH AWAY.
(SONG OF THE SOLDIERS.)
By Thomas Hardy.

These verses el Mr. Thowas Hurd
shore L'ith ID% It ipling the di siivcliHi
tiiattig- a universal appeal.
the faith and Me \Otani us
WHATAlenof who
march away
Ere the barn-cocks say
Night is growing grLy,
To n i idswhence no iears can win us:
What of the faith and fire within us
Yen who ma oh away
Is it a purblind prank, 0 think you,
Friund with the musing eye
"Who watch us stepping by
With doubt and dolorous sigh
Can mm :h pondering so hoodwink you
Is it a purblind prank, 0 think you,
Friend with the musing eye ?
Nay. We see well what we are loin
Though some may not see-Dalliers as they be
England's need are we ;
Her distress would set us rutting :
Nay. We see well what we are doin
Though some may not see I
In our heart of hearts believing
Victory crowns the just,
And that braggarts must
Surely bite the dust,
Press ire to the field ungrieying,
In our heart of hearts believing
Victory crowns the just.
Hence the faith and fire within us
Alen who march away
- Ere the barn-cocks say
Night is growing, grey,
To hazards whence no tears can win us;
Bence the faith and fire within us
Men who march away.

Ya easy hopes or lies
Shall bring us to our goal,
liit iron sacrifice
Of body, will, and soul,
There is but one task for ell-For each one life to give.
ttncis if freedom fall ?
Vil
Who dies if England live

I 1

LC/ A FALSE FRI- RIOT."
By Sir Gwen Shaman.
Sir Othen Seaman has been at his!
est 1.12 "Punch " in a series of poems
taint have won cittentio)i by their pathos„
their sarcasm, their courage, and their
fifle indigl2ation. The foilc, ftl)g -cerses
are chararteristic.
tlis Call
arc obedient
He might have shirkgd hke
his mates
their COIL rade5 fight and f all,
Vito,
Still go to swell the football gates.

f~

And yon, a patriot in your prime,
Von waved a flag above his head,
Anti hoped he'd have a high old time,
And slapped him on the back and said :
You'll show 'CM what we I', ritish are !
Ga e 115 your hand, old pal, to shake
And took hint round from bar to bar
And made him drunk--for England's
sak-J.
Thab,,, how von hglpgd him. Yesterday,
Clear-evod and earngst, keen and hard,
Ile hold himself the soldier's way-And now they've got him under guard.

LED by Wilhgliu. iss van tHl,
God h
done extremely
;
You with patronising nod
Show that you approve of God.
Kaia,er, face a..qucstion new-This--;lees God approve of you ?
Broken pledges, treaties torn,
Your first pa.i?;e. of war - adorn ;
'We on ioidar things must look
'Who read dirther in that book,
Whgre you did in time of war
All that you in peace forswore,
Win re you, barbarously wise,
-Bade your soldion, terrorise,
Whgre you made--the deed wa,s'
Women screen you
ring-liar-,
Villages burned down to dust,
Torture, murder, hi•sti,31 lust,
Filth too foul for printer's
Grimes from which the apes woul.i
shrink--Strange the offering5 that von press
On tile God of Ilni,hteciusucss
Kaiser, when you'd decorate
Sotior iriend;i who serve rapt Stat,:- ,
Not that Iron Cross bostow,
lint a Cross of Wood, and
So .,mind the world that voti,
'Loa. Hind e Caivitrynine
Ka,ker, witen you'd knogl in pro
Look upon your hands-, and th
Let that deep and awidil tain
rom the blood of children slain
IMAin your very soul with shame,
Till you dayu not breathe that Name
That nosy you glibly dvertisc-Godd as one of your allies.
Impious braggart, you forget :
God is not your conscript yet ;
You shall learn in dumb amaze!
That His ways arc not your ways,
That the mire through which you trod
Is not the high white road of God.

To Whom. whichever way the combat
TEe, fighting to the end, commend our souls.
"THE HOSTS OF IHE LEAD."

iheitten by o ':a:-alian soldier in crisp near Ypres.

That doesn't hurt von ; you're all right ;
N lonely watches night by night ,
Your easy conscience fakes no blame ;
Great: visions burst upon my sight,
But he, poor boy, with merning's light, For down the stretches of the sky He eats his heart out, sick with shame. The hosts of dead go marching by.
What's that to you ? You understand
Strange ghastly banners o'er them float,
Nothing of all his bitter pain ;
Strange bugles sound an awful note ;
Ton have no regiment to brand ;
And all their faces and their eyes
You have no uniform to stain ;
Are lit with starlight from the skies.
The anguish and the pain have passed,
No vow of service to abuse,
No pledge to 'King and Country due; And peace Lath come to them at last
But in the stern looks linger still
But he had something dear to lose,
The iron purpose and the will.
And he has lost it---thanks to you.

I
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INTO BATTLE. By Julian Grenfell.
No poem of the war reflected more perfectly the mind of the soldiers than this
by the gallant Capt. the Hon. Julian Grenteil, D.S.O., who died a hero's death.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9th, 1914.
By Neil Munro.
The religious feeling of the nation
is well expressed in this -poem by
HE naked earth is warm with The kestrel hovering by day,
Spring,
And the little owls that call by night, the brilliant Scottish novelist.
And with green grass and bursting
Bid him be swift and keen as they,
ORD, from this storm-awakened
trees
As keen of ear, as swift of sight.

T

L

isle,
At this dark hour on land and sea,
'Twixt bugle-call and Sabbath bell Go up our prayers to Thee.
For the long years of sanctuary
We tender thanks,, 0- Lord !
For peaceful fields and sacred hearths,
And the unused sword. Thine be the praise. And now when e
quakes
The world, and trials come,
O God, preserVe inviolate
Our ancient island Homel
O ! had we died untried, Unproved,
And missed this hour of stress !-L—
Fraise be to God for this - last gift,
'The joy of steadfastness !
Where'er our people be to-night,
'That it be not the Destined Will.
Our husbands or our sons,
Tossed on the thUnder-bolted deep
The thundering line of battle stands,
- Or bivouacked by the guns ;
And in the air Death moans and sings ;
lint Day sho 11 clasp him with strong hands Treading the mire of a foreign land,
Or guarding our native coasts,
And Night shall fold him in soft wings.'
Be Thou thcir Shield and Comforter
Flanclevs, Aprii, 1019.
We pray Thee,' God of Hosts

Leans to the sun's gaze glorying,
And quivers in the sunny breeze ;
nd Life is Colour and Warmth and
Light,
And a striving evermore for these ;
And he is dead who will Pot fight ;
And who dies fighting has increash.
The fighting man shall from the sun
Take warmth, and life from the
glowing earth ;
df r u tn ,
Speed with the light-foot w s o
And with the trees to newer birth ;
And find, when fighting shall be done,
Great rest, and fullness after dearth.
All the bright company of Heaven
Hold him in their high comradeship,
The Dog-Star and the Sisters Seven,
Orion's Belt and sworded hip.
The woodland trees that stand
together,
They stand to him each one a
friend ;
They gently speak in the windy
weather ;
They guide to valley and ridges' end.

THE ZEPPELIN.
By Laurence Binyon.
Mr. Laurence Binyon is as
uch the poet of the Zeppelin
as Mr. Henley was of the
motor-car.
UNS ! Far and near,
Quick, sudden, angry,
They startle the still street.
Upturned faces appear,
Doors open on darkness,
There is a hurrying of feet,
And whirled athwart gloom
White fingers of alarm
Point at last there
Where bright and dumb
A shape suspended
Hovers, a demon of the
starry air.
Strange and cold as a dream
Of sinister fancy,
It charnis like a snake,
Poised deadly in the gleam,
While bright explosions
Leap up to it and break.
Is it terror you seek
To exult in ? Know then
Hearts are here
That - the plunging beak
Of night-winged - murder
':. Strikes 'not With fear
So much as it strings
To a deep elation
And a quivering pride
- That at last the''hour brings
For them too the danger
Of those who died,
Of those who yet fight
Spending for each of us
Their glorious blood
• In the foreign night,—
That now we are neared to
[them
Thank we God. -

G

i

The blackbird sings to him; " Brother,
brother,
If this be the last song you shall sing
`'Sing well, for you may not sing another;
Brother, sing."
In dreary doubtful waiting hours,
Before the brazen frenzy starts,
The. horses show him nobler powers ;
0 patient eyes, courageous hearts
And when the burning moment breaks,
And all things else are out of mind,
And only Joy-of-Battle takes
[blind,
Him by the throat, and makes him
Through joy and blindness he shall know,
Not caring much to know, that still
Nor lead nor steel shall reach him; so

SONS OF BRITAIN.

By William Watson.

ONS of her who keeps her faith unbroken,
Her who gave you might of limb and nerve,
Her whose service—be it deVoutly spoken—
Perfect freedom is, for all who serve :
Her who gave you dower of iron sinew, dirave—
Her who made you strong and swift and
Give her ail the manhood that is in you :
'Tis the royal gift her own hands gave.
England's safety—England's clearer honour—
Both forbid that you should halt and wait
Till the Enemy be indeed upon her,
He who vaunts and flaunts him at her gate.
Heed not overmuch when, she is slandered ;
Yours to guard her from a Bully's blow ;
Yours to ann, and rally to her standard ;
Yours to rise, and face the brutal foe.
Men of England—men of loyal Ireland—
Men of faithful Scotland, faithful Wales—
Forth and fight, for Motherland and Sireland,
Fight for Right, that in the end prevails !
Then, though yOnder battlefields be gory,
You shall make them great and splendid too,
And with laurel of eternal, glory She we love shall crown your deeds and yon.

S

THE ARMY OF THE
DEAD.
By Barry PAII.
I DREAMED that overhead
-2- I saw in twilight grey
The Army of the Dead
Marching upon its way,
So still and passionless,
With faces so serene,
That scarcely could one guess
Such men in war had been.

No mark of hurt they bore,
Nor smoke, nor bloody
stain ;
Nor suffered any more,
Famine, fatigue, or pain
Nor any 'lust of hate
Now lingered in their eyes ;
Who have fulfilled their fate,

Have lost all enmities.

A new and greater pride

So quenched the pride of
race
[side
That fOes marched side by
Wh6 once fought face to
"IF I SHOULD DIE."
. By Rupert Brooke.
face.
This is the finest sonnet of the rear. It is reprinted That ghostly army's plan
froni - 1914," by permiss7on of . ,the,.
Literary
Executor
Knows but one race, o
.
of the author and Messrs. Sidgw!ch 6- Jackson, Ltd.
rod=
All nations there are Man,
IF I should die, think only this of me_:
And the one King is God.
`That there's some corner of a foreign field

That is for ever England. There shall be
In that rich earth a richer dust concealed
A dust whops England bore, shaped, made aware,
Gave, once, her flowers to loVe, her ways to roam,
A body of England's breathing English air,
Wash'd by the rivers, blest by suns of home.
And think this heart, all evil shed away,
A pulse in the eternal mind, no less
Gives back somewhere the thoughts by England given ;
Her sights and sounds ; dreams happy as her day ;
And laughter; learnt of friends ; and gentleness,
In hearts at peace, under an English heaven.

No longer on their ears
The bugle's summons falls;
Beyond these tangled spheres
The Archangel's trumpet

,
calls ; •
And by that trumpet led,
Far up the exalted sky
The Army of the Dead
Goes by, and still goes by—

Look upward, standing mute;
Salute

14,M •ItrvA,„,x,

Home Again. The Hero's Return at Christmastide

AFTER THE TURMOIL OF WAR : THE TENDERNESS OF DOMESTIC PEACE.
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Robin Redbreast Calls on Our Lads in Khaki

"SAT ON THE END OF MY BAYONET LIKE A BLOOMIN' CHRISTMAS CARD, HE DID."—[Sobliei's Letter.)
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THE' INDIAN ARMY. By R. E. Verneds.

SO= of the best War poeios have been written by
and published in" The Times."

R. if, I -en2ede,

I NTO the West they are marching ! This is their longed-for day
When that which England gave them they may at last repay ;
When for the faith she dealt them, peasants and priests and lords,
When for the love they bear her, they shall unsheathe their swords.
Men of the plains and hill-men, men born to warrior roles,
Tall men of matchless ardour, small men with mighty souls,
Rulers alike and subjects ; splendid the roll-call rings •:
Rajahs and Maharajahs, Kings and the sons of Kings,
Bikanir, Patiala, Ratlam, and Kishangarh,
Jodhpur, who rides the leopard down, Sachin and Cooch-Behar,
From lands where skies are molten and suns strike down and parch,
Out of the East they're marching, into the West they march.
Oh little nimble Gurkhas, who've won a hundred 'fights,
Oh Sikhs—the Sikhs who failed not upon the Dargai heights,
Rajputs, against whose valour once in a younger world
Ruthless, unceasing, vainly, the Mogul's hosts were hurled.
Grey are our 'Western daybreaks and grey our Western skies
And very cold the night-watch unbroke by jackals' cries ;
too will be the waiting—you do not love to wait ?
I
Aye, but the charge with bayonets—they'll sound it soon or late !
And when that charge is sounded, who'll heed grey skies and cold ?
Not you, Sikhs, Rajputs, Gurkhas, if to one thought you hold,
If as you cross the open, if as the foe vcya near,
If as sou leap the trenches, this thought is very clew :

p.
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These foes; they are not sahibs : they break the word thsi eight,
On babes their blades are whetted, dead women know their might ,
none may touch or t?etst,
Their princes are as szt..'eepers, z
'Their gods they have forgotten ; their honour trails the dust;
All that they had of ismt traddezz lt;t1er
.h!to their h,zarts, nzy brothers. drive haw, drive Ir2zne the st2el

IJ

ALL I POSSESS By C. A. B.

I possess." IlisRighness
the Rajah of PlidaRota.
I

possess," the Rajah said,
ALL" IMy
wealth, my troops,

"

are thine,
With the myriad swords of India's
lords,
For England's foes are mine ! "
And they came, those dusky.
warriors
('Twas a royal, noble deed) ;
By England's side they fought
and died
For England's need.
" All I possess," the laddie said,
And lofty was his brow,
Love's sweet voice hushed,
Ambition crushed,
For England needs inc. now.
Farewell, fair scenes, the mighthave-beens !
It is not much, indeed,
But I give my all—my life—at
call
Of England's need."
" All I possess," the mother said,
" And mine the woman's part.
In agony, that none may sec,
To hide a breaking heart ;
But I give my all—for should
he fall
With none beside to heed—
Can one give more than the son
she bore
For England's need ? "

4,1i, • 1;;;,,,„, 7,:k6 •

AUSTRALIA'S TRIUMPH.

Australia's imvulficent response to the

THE VIGIL: By Sir Henry Newbolt.

Sir Henry Newhall is one of our
noblest patriotic poets.
-"!‘TGLAND ! where the sacred flame
Burns before the inmost shrine,
Where the lips that love thy name
Consecrate their hopes and thine,
Wnere the banners of thy dead
Weave their shadows overhead,
Watch beside thine arms to-night,
Pray that God defend the Right.
Think that when to-morrow comes
War shall claim command of all,
Thou us--st hear the roll of drums,
Thou must hear the trumpet's
Now, benne they silence ruth.
Commune with the voice of truth ;
on thy knees to-night
—
Pray that God defend the Bight.
Single-hearted, unafraid,
Hither all thy heroes cams,
Oct this altar's steps were kid
Gordon's life and Outram's fame.
England !
thy will be yet
lie their grc'at example s,.-tt,
Here beside thine arms to-night
Pray that God defend the Right.
So shalt thou when morning comes •
Rise to conquer or to tall,
joyall hear the rolling drums,
joyful hear the truinpots call.
Thc'h lot Memory tell thy hcart:
"
la ! what thou well, thou art ! "
Gird thee with thine ancient might,
Forth 1 and God defend the Rig-ht. !
By Queenie Scott-Hopper.
cqll fi2(13 voice in these spirited

lines.

ITH hand upon her trident rose
the mistress of the sea-Her brows she knit, o'er eyes wrath-lit,
and " What is this ? " said she,
" Who dares my ocean-realm oppress
That ships should go in fear ?
What arrogant adventuress ?
What brazen buccaneer ?
Lo, mine the broad blue highway is,
and mine to keep it free
From all such wanton brigands," spakc
the mistress of the sea.

"

" Good ships a score, the tide sweeps
o'er, that perished as her prey ;
Shall none for these just vengeance take
Shall none her plundering stay ?
On peaceful ports of sea-coast fair
She swoops in fell descent—
With murderous shells plays havoc
there,
And steams away content.
Who loves me, then, will heed my call,
and scour the deep with me,
To cleanse it of this terror," quoth the
mistress of the sea.

The chase bath been a long-drawn chase,
as two full moons avow—
She challenged us ere Holy Cross, and
here's Saint Martin now.
But on the eve of Martinmas
Australia's accents clear,
Their news across the ocean pass—
" We've caught her, Mother
.
We caught her on the Cocos Isles—as
fair as fair could be ;
She's wrought her last bold outra,e.
'gainst the mistress of the sea ! "

" The chase may be a long-drawn chase,
for artful tricks she tries—
She rigs a sham fourth funnel up, a
friendly flag she flies ;
And sidling in amongst us thus
In crafty masquerade
She turns destruction loose on us,
And counts the trick well played.
But once too oft she'll dare the game,
and punished shall she be,
Who scores by craft and cheating,"
snake the mistress of the sea.

The chase may be a long-drawn chase,
for wide the ocean-field,
And none can guess the lurking-place
where next her hand's revealed :
Where, secretly, the plotter basks,
And, beckoning to her prey- ' Say, have you seen the Emden ? '
asks
In quite a guileleSs way ;
Then, following up the answering clue,
swoops clown with Here is she ! '
Am I, or is this minx, I beg, the mistress
of the sea ? "

" O. bravely done ! " Britannia said—
(What mother but hath known
More gladness o'er a daughter's feat
than triumph of her own ?)
0, bravely done ! " Britannia
cried ;
" A signal service paid,
In warfare, to the Cause Allied—
In peace, to ocean-trade ;
While, true of heart and-strong of arm,
my children stand by me,
we'll keep the broad blue highway 1"
spake the mistress of the sea.
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Trusty Friends: "White Men" All of Them!

ca
(j

I

"AND HERE'S A HAND MY TRUSTY FIERE, AND CIE'S A HAND 0' THINE—"
All round the world the familiar song has run, but never, and nowhere, have more tried and trusty friends -clasped hands
in the chorus than the comrades from all parts of the Empire who will sing it with heart and voice in the trenches this
Christmas Day, surely the most momentous since Anno Domini One. A,

r

• W.

Presents from Home: Good Cheer in the Dug-flu

CHRISTMAS EVE IN A CORNER OF NORTHERN FRANCE.
A hamper has arrived in Dug-Out Town, and the happy recipient " unloads." A turkey, sardines, cakes, and many
other favourite edibles from home are displayed before eyes shining in anticipation of the coming feast.
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By sI, 3. Bell.
TO A MOTHER.
The author of " Wee_Macgreegor " expresses
with much tenderness the yearning pride of
the mother who gives her son to the war.
ou have known it, this truth beyond others,
Since first the babe breathed at your side :
No yearning so deep as the Mother's,
No guerdon so great as her pride.
You still see his look as he left you,
You still feel -his clasp and his kiss—
More kindly a sword would have cleft you
Than the fear that has ended in this.
My dear, dare a word that is human
Intrude on Love's desolate cry ?
Dare Pity itself ask a woman
What death she would have her son die ?
Yet lovelier than life is the beauty
Of death upon him who doth give
The uttermost homage to Duty,
Who dies that a nation may live.
Oh, fail not, though love could not save him,
Be, proud, though the sorrow endures-The life he has given you gave him,
His honmirs and glory are yours,

y

By Lord Crewe,-

-A GRAVE IN FLANDERS.-

The Harrow School magazine contained the following
poem by Lord Creae, whose sob-in-lain, Captain the
A. E. B. O'Neill, M.P., was killed is' action.

HERE in the marshland, past the battered bridge,
One of a hundred grains untimely sown,
Hero, with his comrades of the hard-won ridge
He rests, unknown.
His horoscope had seemed so plainly draWn—
School triumphs, earned apace in work and play ;
Friendships at will ; then love's delightful dawn
And mellowing day,
I-lone fostering hope ; some service to the State ;
Benignant age ; then the long tryst to keep
Where in the yew-tree shadow congregate
His fathers sleep.
Was here the one thing needful to distil
From- life alembic, through this holier fate,
The man's essential soul, the hero will
We ask ; and wait.

By Henry Chappell.
" THE DAY:tither of this fine poem is Arr. 1-. Ht iry Chappell, a railway porter at Bath, (Refw
permission of ' The Daily Express.")
You have sown for the day, youhav grown for
VDU boasted the day, you toasted the (hay,
the da y ;
-7°- And now' the day has come.
Yours is "the harvest rod.
Blasphemer, braggart, and coward all,
Can you hear the groans and the a-u-fit cries 3
Little you rock of the numbing ball,
Can you see the heap of the slain that lies,
The blasting shell, or the." white arm's "
And sightless turned to the flame-split skies
As they speed poor humans home.
The glassy eyes of the stead.?
You spied for the day, you lied for the. rlay,
You have wronged for the day, yott have longed for
And w'olce the day's red spleen.
the day
Monster, who asked God's aid divine,
That lit the awful flame,.
Then strewed His seas with the ghastly usin
'Tic nothing to you that hill and plain
Not all the waters of the Rhino
Yield sheaves of dead men amid the grain
Can wash thy foul hands clean,
That widows mourn for their loved ones Sit ri,
And mothers curse thy_ name.
on dreamed for the clay, you schemed for
But after the day there's a price to pay
day:
For the sleepers under the sod,
Watch how the day will go..
And He you have mocked for many a day—
Slayer of age and youth and prime
Listen, and hear what He has to say :
(Defenceless slain for never a crime),
" Vengeance is mine, I will repay."
Thou art steeped in blood as a hog in
What can you say to God r?
False friend and cowardly foe.
By Dudley Clark.
CALLED UP.
The protector of England against the Great Armada and the Man of
Trafalgar remind HS that, though the methods of war sari' with the centuries,
Drake's Drum and Nelson's Signal still inspire the British Navy.
OME, tumble up, Lord Nelson, the British Fleet's a-looming
Come, show a leg, Lord Nelson, the guns they are a-booming !
'Tis a longish line of battle—such as we did never see ;
An' tis not the same old round-shOt as was fired by you an' me

C

What scest thou, Sir Francis P—Strange things I see appearing !
What nearest thou, Sir Francis P—Strange sounds I dp be hearing !
Th6y are fighting inthe heavens ; they're at war beneath the sea I
Ay, their ways are mighty different from the ways o' you an' me I
Sees/ thou nought else, Sir Fre-alas P—I see great lights a-seeking !
hear thin wires a-speaking !
Hearest thou nought else, Sir Francis
Three leagues that shot hath carried !—God, that such could ever be !
There's no mortal doubt, Lord Nelson—they ha' done wi' you an' me !
Look thou again, Sir Francis !----,1 see the flags a-flapping !
Hearken once more, Sir Francis !—I hear the sticks .a-tapping !
'Tis a sight that calls me thither !-----7is a sound, that bids me " Come 1"
'Tis the old Trafalgar signal !—'Tis the beating of my drum I
Art thou ready, good Sir Francis P See, they wait upon the quay!
Praise be to God, Lord Nelson, they ha' thought of you an' me !

_agi
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HYMN FOR AIRMEN.
By M. C. D. H.
The following was published its "The
Times" on January 5th, 1915.
LORD, guard and guide the men whp fly
Through the great spaces of the sky,
Be with them traversing the .air
In darkening storm or sunshine fair.
Thou Who dost keep with tender might
The balanced birds in all their flight,
Thou of the tempered winds be near,
That, having Thee, they know tip fear.
Control their minds, with instinct fit
What time, adventuring, they quit
The firm security of land ;
Grant steadfast eve and skilful hand.
Aloft in solitudes of space
Uphold them with Thy saving Grace.
0 God, protect the men who fly
Through lonely ways beneath the sky.
The Editor gratefully acknowledges the

courtesy of all the authors represented by Sir

William Robertson Nicoll's selections in per.
milting their poems to be reprinted here.
•
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Britons' Daily Toil on the Highway to Victory

A minor inconvenience of the Christmas campaign. Owing to the
flooded state of a French river, a temporary bridge collapsed, and
a field-gun and carriage slipped into the water.

British soldiers marking regimental letters and numbers with stencils on new horse-rugs which had just arrived from England.
Right: Profiting by the hard lessons of last winter, British soldiers now take every possible care to keep down the mud and
water. Here a soldier is pumping a trench dry before laying planks.

British sappers digging the site for a new military road to be made across some open country in France. Brushwood is used as part
of the foundation. At the end of the war much of Europe will be interlaced with numerous roads cut and laid by allied and
enemy engineers, and doubtless many of them will form the bases of permanent highways.

us
THE HOPE OF FRANCE IN THE LEVANT.—General Sarrail and his Etat-Nlajor, Lieut.Colonel Jacquemot, having alighted at Strumnitza Station, proceed towards the first trench
line in the Balkans. General Sarrail is in command of the French Expeditionary Force.
A large number of allied troops arrived at Salonika, whence they were sent north to

meet the Bulgarians invading Serbia. After having inspected the disembarkation of
troops at Salonika, and the Franco-British camp at Zeitlenik, General Sarrail left his headquarters at Salonika to visit the fighting front, touring the line from Strumnitza to Demirliapoun, remote names a few weeks ago, but now fraught with great historical significance.
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THE TRAGIC GI ORY OF SERBIA'S LAST STAND
By Lieut.-Colonel Roustana Be&
Lieut.-Colonel Roustam Bek is a-retired .officer of thf Russian Army, and a well-known military writer
in his own country. He served through several carnpaigns in the Pamirs and Afghanistan, and he took part
in the Boxer Campaigil- of Iwo. He was a military correspondent in the Greco-Turkish War in 1697,
and in 1903 he fought for the liberty of Macedonia as chief of a Comitadii band, During the RussoJapanese War Lieut.-Colonel Ro2tstam Bek was on the Stall of General Kuropathin and afterwards in Port
Arthur with General Stoessel. He was a prisoner of war in Japan, and fees three tunes wounded, and the
result of these Wounds has been to ruder him medically unfit and to prevent his serving with the RUssian
Army in the present war. During the last month, in addition to his writings and lectures on Russia,
Lieut.-Colonel Roustayaz Bek has taken an actics part in the recruiting campaign for the British Army.
HE Serbians are the aristocrats of the Balkans. For
the most part they are peasants, but they belong
to the oldest and purest branch of the Slavonic
race, and they have retained to the full the traditions and
qualities of fheir ancestors. AS a nation, they inherit a
readiness for sacrifice, an overmastering patriotism, and a
devotion to national duty. The Serbian to-day, M common
with his forefathers during the, centuries of war against
the Turks, is ready to surrender home, property, and life
at his nation's call.
In estimating the heroism of the Serbian people during
the last two months, it must be remembered that they. ad
110 illusions about the Bulgarians and that they were fully
acquainted with the possibilities of Bulgarian: savagery.
1, myself, saW something of the Bulgarian atrocities in
Macedonia during the Second Balkan War. That was only
a little while ago, and the Serbians could not have forgotten.
The Bulgars are the Gains among the Slays. After a Victory
it would be as idle to expect mercy from them as from a
hungry beast when he has once smelt blood.
Until the actual mobilisation of the Bulgarian. Army
the Serbian Government agreed with the Allies in regarding
the joining of Bulgaria to the Central Powers as impossible
and incredible. Serbia, of course, realised Bulgaria's
hostility to herself, but it was not to be believed that even
the Tsar Ferdinand could persuade his people to betray
Russia and to sell Serbia to the enemy.

T

Marshal Putnik's Tragic Predicament

The moment, however, that the mobilisation of the
Bulgarian Army began, no further illusions were possible,
and it was realised that the tragic hour for Serbia had come,
The Serbian effective Army consisted of 310,000 men.
Marshal Putnik, the Commander-in-Chief, is unquestionably one of the greatest among living soldiers. He had
shown Ins skill, and the Serbian Army had proved its
courage; by the fact that they had met and defeated
numerically superior forces in the early part of the war.
Three months ago they were prepared to repeat their
defence against the Austro-German attacks. They were
well supplied with guns, ammunition, and food. The
entry of Bulgaria, however, at once placed Marshal Putnik
in a hopeless 'position, for it was clear that every position
attached by the Austro-Germans could be outflanked or
even threatened from the rear by the Bulgarians. Every
soldier will at once see that such a situation was strategically
impossible.
Putnik and the Serbian Government wore then faced by
a great alternative. They had to decide whether they
should accept a general battle with the. Austro-Germans
before the Bulgarians could begin their invasion or to effect
a strategic retreat, falling, back, but constantly fighting,
defending every, inch of their Motherland and saying the
greater part of their Army.
If the first course had been adopted, it is almost certain
that the Serbian Army would have been gloriously defeated,
but Putnik might have secured a separate and not-unfavourable peace. This was assured by the many efforts made,
by Berlin to induce Belgrade to begin independent negotiations.
The idea was rejected because the Serbian nation realised
the great role that its Army must play in the development
of the war and in finally securing victory for the Allies.
Marshal Putnik therefore decided to keep his Army intact

until the moment when the Allies could concentrate their
forces and begin a common campaign for the rescue of the
Balkan Peninsula from the Teutons. If he had started
a great offensive against the northern invaders, or had
attacked Bulgaria at the moment of its mobilisation, he
would, from the common point of view of the Allies, have
committed a serious strategical blunder. I have personal
knowledge that there was grave anxiety in Petrograd
concerning Putnik's decision, and there was some doubt
as to whether he would feel justified in temporarily sacrificing
Serbian territory and a large part of the Serbian nation in
order to preserve the Serbian Army. That is exactly
what he did, and, in doing it, he put Great Britain, France,
lenssid, and Italy under a tremendous debt of gratitude.
The destruction of the Serbian Army would have been a real
arid substantial victory for the Kaiser. The fate of Serbia
waS decided by her military leaders. They had no illusions.
They knew exactly what they were doing, and the sacrifice
was made for the common cause.
ThT, Sterling Qualities of the Lesser Slav

Serbia -indeed followed the aristocratic tradition, the
tradition which has been so splendidly justified in this
war in every nation involved.
I have an intimate personal acquaintanCe with Serbia
and the Serbians. It is a homely, unaffected country,
where hospitality is a law. The Serbian peasant cherish' e
the glorious events of his past history, enshrined for hint
in folklore and poetry. The national legends are distinctive
and, beautiful. The Serbians themselves are honest,
industrious, generous, and straightforward. Loyalty is the
mark of Serbian policy. The Greek has betrayed the
Serbian, but it is quite certain that, whatever the temptation, the Serbian would never have betrayed the Greek.
The Serbians present, iu every 'way, a striking contrast
to the. Bulgarians ; and nowhere is this more evident than
in Macedonia. There I have found a ceaseless Bulgarian
propaganda, the chief weapon of which was a perfectly
ruthless terrorism, but I never discovered any trace of a
similar movement initiated by the Serbians.
Serbia has always loved Russia. She has admired France,
respeeted Great Britain, desired to : maintain friendly
relatiOns with Rumania; and regarded the Montenegrins
as her brothers. The formation of the Balkan League,
largely the work of AL Venizelos, found warm support
throughout Serbia, but the treachery of Bulgaria in the
Second Balkan War Made the Serbians reasonably suspicious
and.eaused theM to hesitate at the concessions suggested
by :the Eritente Powers some months ago. Belgrade had
far more accurate knowledge of the intrigues in Sofia,
and the relations between Ferdinand and Wilhelm than
London or PariS could, possibly have had.
The Eclipse of a Great Nation

For two months the Serbian Army fought on alone,
ever retiring closer and closer towards the mountains, and
while the fighting men were retreating the nation went to
its Golgotha without a murmur.
I should like to be able to make my readers realise the
enormous difficulties of an army engaged for many weeks
in a fighting retreat. Remember thatthe rear of an army
is its most important part. From the rear it receives its
supplies. In the rear the new formations are preparing,
the eta recruits are being drilled, and the wounded, sick,
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and prisoners arc concentrated: • While the Serbian Army
was still in Old Serbia it was able to supply itself from a
friendly population, though this was not easy since the
positions were changed day by day.- Conditions became much
worse when Prizrend was reached and the Army entered
the Kossovo Plains. Here the laud is sparsely cultivated
and thinly populated, and the Serbian forces had, in
addition, to endure a constantly falling temperature.
Moreover, the individual soldier was harassed by the
knowledge that the territory he and ins comrades had
ban.doned was left in the hands of an enemy incapable of
showing mercy to women, children, and old men. It was
part of the German plan __to harass the retreating _AriliV
with responsibility for legions of refugees, and nearly a
million non-combatants followed the troops and added
immensely to the cornusion of the military authorities.
It was di-ft-malt enough to find even sustenance rations for
the soldiers, with bread selling at twenty-five shillings a
loaf. What was to be done with these hordes of helpless,
hopeless women and children, almost without clothss,
exhatusted after their long marches, frost-bitten, starving
It was impossible, indeed., to do anything. They died like
h!es by the side of the rough roads ea- they fell into the hands
of advanced parties of the Bulgarians to endure -unspeakable
atrocities before kindly death cane to end their sufferings.
Was ever in the his-4)1.y of the world a more tragic fate
than that of King Peter, riding or being carried, with his
gallant son, Prince Alexander, through an awful national
cemetery ? One can hear the cries of babies and old rF,cn
asking for bread from a king who had none to give them,
.and it was with their cries in his ears that King Peter,
worn out and broken-hearted, accompanied his uncenTicrable Army across the mountains.
No Place of Friendly Refuge
Van 11indenburg, has recently declared that Germany
c€cmands ruthless punishInent for Serbia, 'The 'Penton,
it would seem, has decreed. Serbia's annihilation. Otherwise she could hardly have allowed the barbarities of the
last few weeks.
To me, the tragedy of Serbia hes been particularly awful
because of my recollection of many happy notIrs spcat in the
anntry. I recall the days of her religious festivals, called
Slavia." when the worsen and girls put on their most
picturesque dresses and the stranger is invited with true
Slavonic hospitality into one holt-seafter the other to share
die 'sweets and wine. I have prrnonal know ledge of the
soldier-like capacity of the Serbian officers and the splendid
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courage of the peasants. I have often admired the alway
ready courtesy of the people, the simple as well as the
exalted. And when I think of these people torn from their
homes, massacred by the roadside, dying of starvation antic
the snow, I am overcome. with horror and anger.
The fate of Serbia is indeed worse than that of Belgium,
The Belgians had, at least, places of refuge in Great Britain
and Franco. Serbia is bound by wild mountains, and she
has no\nhere to flee except to savage Albania, uncertain
Greece, and small, harassed Montenegro.
Kossovo and the Duty of the Allies
The Northern Serbian Army retired to the Kossovo
Plains. It numbered about 150,000 combatants divided
into two groups. The first m=ade its way to Northern
Albania and the second into Montenegro. Both groups
were obliged to destroy their field artillery and ammunition,
which could not be earried across the mountains. Think
what this meant to these gallant men, forced now to depend
onathe Allies for new supplies ! There are. surely few more
pathetic figures in the world than that of the war-worn
gunner 'obliged to destroy his own guns ! These peasants
had already lost home, mothers, wives, children. Now
they must surrender their weapons and with them their
hope of revenge.
The Southern, or Macedonian, Serbian, Army consisted
of about thirty to forty thonsand men. Part of it
entered Albania and part marched towards the Greek
frontier in order to join up with the French and British.
There has been no surrender and no capitulation in the
Serbian theatre of war. The Serbian. Army is still a
fighting entity, now basing its hopes on Durazzo. Scutari,
and Vaiona, through which ports it can be re-supplied
with arras and ammunition. Brit even before these, food
is necessary. and there can be surely no question that the
Allies are already re -victualling Marshal Putnik's gallant
forces. •
Serbian territory is temporarily in the hands of the
carimv. but the Serbian Army is in being and Serbia lies
not perished and cannot perish. The Serbian high military
spirit is unbroken, and tins is a fact of vast importance in
view of certain developments in the Balkans, Wa arc
proud of our ally, and honour and interest -both force us
to ensure her reconstruction.
We could not save Serbia. It is our duty and our
privilege to hcs;itate_ at no sacrifice that will hasten the day
When the Serbians shall be at home again, assared of
freedom and tranquil prosperity.

To aid the hapless Serbians. British Red Cross convoy on the march to the scene of heavy fighting in the Balkans. All
along the fateful route up from Salonika to the allied front one heard the incessant roll of guns, equipments, munition
waggons, and lastly, the caravan of succour.
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In the Line

of

the Great Serbian Retreat

The adventures of the Stobart Mission to Serbia were varied, but all called for the highest courage and devotion to duty. On one
occasion three Austrian aeroplanes raided the town of Kragujevatz, and dropped bombs near the camp of the Stobart Field Hospital,
shown on the right. On the left : Interested and fearless nurses, in their pyjamas, watching the enemy aircraft.

After months of almost superhuman work in stricken Serbia,
the members of the First British Field Hospital reached Salonika
safely. In their final seven days' march through the snows and
blizzards of the mountains they had to abandon all their instru-

ments, kit, and cars. On the left: Lieut.-Col. Dr. Hartnell
Beavis, commandant, who led the expedition on the awful march.
On the right; Maj. Dr. Gerald Sim, deputy-commandant. In
circle : Nurse Florence, who was decorated for service under fire.

Gratitude and personal affection of extraordinary intensity were won by the _British hospital workers in Serbia from the people to
whom they gave such heroic service. This photograph shows a crowd of patients awaiting their turn outside one of the dispensaries
of the Stobart Mission.

Merry Moments for jack in the Creat Monotony'

On the left: A humorous duologue between " Mary ' and the Captain of H.M.S. Myth. On the right: A real nautical version
of a hornpipe dance. All these photographs were taken aboard one of the vessels of the Grand Fleet. The outstanding feature
of the theatricals was the clever way in which some of the "handymen" made up in the costumes of the fair sex.

String band obliges with a selection from its manysided repertoire of chanties.

The parson, the tramp, and thb unbuttered bread'.
An old joke Whith
never Hags, even on the fleet.

"-Mrs. Magee " and a companion do their best
With an Irish jig. May we congratulate " Mrs.
Magee" on his make-up ?

A midshipmita's popular, number in
sheepslcins, not to mention the inevitable Brownings.

ne War Illustrated, 25th December. 1915.

A Wartime Soup-Stall Along the Yser Way

Money has been subscribed freely by this country for every conceivable object that can mitigate distress in Belgium and diminish
the discomforts of her soldiers in the desolate strip of their country that they now hold. This photograph shows one of the field
kitchens presented to the Belgian Army by British subscribers, and from which a meal is being served to the men.

The War Illudtratcl, 25l1/ Lhc,i'n, f) , r,

Light Interludes

the Drama of the World War

A trench toilet. British " Tommy " being shaved by a Serbian soldier-barber in a trench manned by British and Serbian troops,
Kurdish boatmen eating from giant loaves on the banks of the Tigris.
fighting side by side. Right: A " lengthy " meal

Ship's mascot comfortably perched on A coyote, the newly-acquired pet of a regiment
the warm llama wool hood of a sailor's of Canadian Roughriders, being introduced to
the regimental bulldog.
winter outfit.

A French army shoemaker at work behind the lines. Napoleon
said that he won his victories with the fact of his soldiers, and
the same principle applies to-day. Right : By their diggings and
borrowing's the British and French armies have incurred

A Canadian Highlander with a kitten,
"Sniper," found by him in a trench
at " Plug Street."

invasions by hordes of rats and mice, the ubiquitous rodents
adding considerably to the discomforts of trench life. But they
have provided a spare-time sport; and here are seen some French
soldiers with ore day's" bag."

e War Illustrated, 25th Dceemlier, 1915.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
VIII.—The Royal Warwicks
ROUND the
little town of
Ypres, n o w
such a familiar name
to us, there are the
remains of an old
forest. These take
the form of isolated
woods, some of them being quite a good
size, and the district is, in fact, not
,nrilike,those parts of Warwickshire which
were once Covered With the Forest of
Arden. • In this Flemish forest there are
the,nameless graves of many of Warwick:lire's bravest sons.
One of these woods is called the Polygon
Wood. It is quite a big one, and is near
the village of Reytel, about six or seven
miles from Ypres. On the morning of
October 24th, 1914, it Was in the p6-ssession
of the British, and our line ran in front of it.
Hut during that day the Germans got into
the wood. The trenches in front of it
were held by troops of the 21st and 22nd
Brigades, which, as part of Sit Henry
Rawlinsonls famous 7th Division; had
marched there.from the neighbourhood of
Antwerp. They were tired after their
weary and_ harassed march, and were
reduced in numbers with constant fighting.
Probably tile Getmans knew this, for
they soddenly sent against this part
f the bile four entirely new army corps.
one and again they failed, but on
*ills day they succeeded, and our line Was
broken.
The, position waS critical, exceedingly
so. An attempt had to be made to turn
the enemy out of the wood, but the General
had no fresh troops available for this
purpose, none but the thin and weary
battalions which had had little or no rest
;-ihce leaving Southampton nearly three
cults before. One of these had to be
chosen, however, and one in which the
General had unbounded faith. He selected
the 2nd Warwicks, who were holding some
trenches near the spot, and sent them
forward to the task.

A

Warwieks' Heroism Near Ypres
The gallant battalion did not hesitate.
Amid the trees it advanced, and soon had
the satisfactien of seeing the enemy
retiring be-16re it; " a ,great distance," so
the General said. But naturally fighting
of this kind cost a good many valuable
and soon the battalion \ t;..is far
too weak - to' follow up its success.. It
was ttherelOte - -withdrawn befote the
Germans had been entirely driven from
the wood.
The loSses of the Vl'aria-ick's on this
occasion included the colonel; two captains,
and two subalterns killed. The colonel,
Loririg, -desq ,eS more than the mere
W.
mention of his name: A few days before
he had been seriously wounded, but he
decided that he would lead his men in
this attack. However, he could not walk,
so he gave his ceminands from horseback,and Was obviously a fine target for the
German marksmen, who did not fail to
shoot him down.
This was not the only deed of .gallantry
done by the Warwicks during this critical
tithe. On October 9th, just after they had

The Sixth, onx of lice sacred six old
regiments, and distinguished above all others
in the Spanish 1Var."—HoN. J. W.
FORTESCUE, " HISTORY OF THE BRITISH
ARMY,'
landed, when they were protecting the
Belgian army retiring from Antwerp, they
were at Kleyhoek, and there, the General
said, " they acted with steadiness and
good discipline under difficult circumstances."
On the 13th they were ordered to
attack some German trenches, which they
did, driving out the enemy with the
During this charge Major
bayonet.
Christie was killed, and Captain Montgomery, who received the D.S.O. for
"gallant leading," was severely wounded.
On the 21st and 22nd, the former_ being
the day on which Colonel Loring was
wounded, they held a very exposed
position. The Germans got round their
flank, and were firing at them both from
the side and the front. Eventnally, after
heavy losses, the Warwicks, who had not
given way under this ordeal, were withdrawn by order of their General.
Curious Regimental History
A sergeant of the battalion, writing to
his wife in Birmingham, described this
charge, or one very like it. He said that,
when his platoon was led out it was
fifty-seven strong, but that after the fight
it only mustered himself, a lance-corporal:
and three men. The Warwicks, he added,
had won the praise of " everybody out
here " for their gallantry, and a German
officer had said he was proud to fight
The sergeant remarked,
such a foe.
however, that this terrible experience ha-1
put twenty years on to his own life.
This Royal Warwickshire - Regiment,
known also as the 6th of- the Line, has a
long and somewhat curious history. It
was raised in 1674 by a few adventurous
Englishmen; who wished to- help the
Dutch in their fight against Spain, ranch

as Englishmen of a- later age went, without
any particular official encouragement, to
fight for the Italians and the Greeks.
These men did good service for Holland,
so good, indeed, that the British Government decided to make use of them at home
if necessary. Therefore, in 1685, they
were included in the army of James II. as
the Sixth Regiment of Foot. They remained, -however, in Holland, the Dutch
paying the British Government for their
services, until 1688, when they landed at
Torbay with William of Orange, a move
which James II. had not anticipated.
Then their many fights for Britain
began. After a campaign in Ireland, the
Sixth went with William to Flanders, and
at the battle of Steen Kirk it was all but
annihilated. In 1705 the regiment was
sent to Spain under the eccentric Earl of
Peterborough. It won honour at the
assault and capture of Barcelona, but its
great day was the Battle of Almanza,
for there they won the antelope, which is
now their badge, by seizing a standard
with this emblem thereon from the enemy.
They added to their laurels by their daring
at the capture of Minorca,
The Sixth fought right --through the
Peninsular War, especially hard at
Corunna and Vittoria. While driving the
French through the passes of the Pyrennes,
they climbed some heights in face of a
strong enemy and put him to flight, their
superb heroism -winning the warmest
praise from the Duke of Wellington. In
1814 they helped to defend Canada against
the Americans, and three times during the
nineteenth century they served in South
Africa. Many Warwicks went down in
the Birkenhead, and one battalion of the
regiment was seleeted for the force which
completed Kitchener's great work in the
Soudan, where it took part in the battles
of Athara and Omdurman, The Fighting Near Cambrai

The coming of the Great War found the
net Warwicks in. England and the 2nd at
Malta, but before long both were in
France, though neither was at Mons when
the lighting began. On the next day—
Monday—early in the morning the
railway-station at the little town of j
he Gateau, some twenty five miles from
Mons, was full of life and bustle. Trains,
each full of British soldiers, steamed in one
after the other the men got out, collected
their baggage: and -at the word of &Mb.. mand fell in and marched away -through
the town and on to the triads beyohd.
These men were General SnOw's 4th
DiViSibn, and among them a spectator
would have seen.the 'St Battalion of thn
-Mtn\ inks, each Man wearing his antelope
badge They had- just crossed over frOM
England, and had been hurriedly - ordered
tip to the front by Sir John French, WhO
ound hiraSelf suddenly faced by enormous
masses of Germans.
The Warwicks and their comrades
joined up-with the rest of the 'army near
Cambrai, and took part in the fighting by
Privates of the 2nd Royal Warwickshire
hictr the German advance was hampered.
Regiment with one of the two pet
On the Tuesday a small party 11 them were
antelopes of the battalion.
cut off from the main body, and for tea

OFFICERS OF THE 9th BATTALION ROYAL WARWICKSHIRE REGIMENT.—Back row (left to right) : Sec.-Lieut. H. S. Baker,
Sec.-Lieut. S. St. G. S. Kingdom, Capt. G. H. D. Coats, Major G. D'E. H. Fullerton, Sec.-Lieut. E. N. Marson, Sec.-Lieut. E. S. Marshall,
Sec.-Lieut. L. T. Berthon, Sec.-Lieut. R. W. Reade, Lieut. W. J. Glim. Centre row (left to right) : Sec.-Lieut. J. R. Starley, Sed.-Lieut.
J. K. S. Page, Sec.-Lieut. R. W. Lucas-Lucas, Lieut. and Quartermaster W. P. Hall, Lieut. C. E. Wilson, Lieut. I. Cattanach, Sec.-Lieut.
R. F. Jardine, Sec.-Lieut. A.G. Kemp. Front row (left to right) : Lieut. G. E. Grundy, Capt. C. J. Reid, tiajOr R. G. Shuttleworth, Capt.
C. C. R. Nevi!! (Adjutant), Lieut.-Col. C. H. Palmer, Major W. A. Cordon, C.M.G., Major A. G. Sharp, Lieut. P. E. Bodington.

,7ays they were in the district occupied
by the enemy. Nevertheless, owing to
the courage and determination of Sergeant
Montgomery, they managed to escape and
join the rest of the battalion. Others,
however, were not equally fortunate, and
one casualty list issued at this time contained the names of seven missing officers
of the Warwicks. Another, Captain
Besant, who had. been wounded, also fell
into the hands of the Germans,
just before the Battle of the Marne the
1st Warwicks passed under the command
of General Puke:racy, and, as part of his
army corps, they fought at the Aisne.
They crossed that river on a pontoon
'bridge near Missy, but were unable to
make much headway up the wet slopes on
its northern bank, until a French success
relieved them trona a hazardous position.

Warwicks' Wild Charge
In October Pulteney's men were taken
by, train from the Aisne to Flanders, and
svhile the and \Varwicks were fighting
near Ypres the 1st were advancing towards
the German position near the River Lvs.
On the 13th they and the rest of the
Toth Brigade drove the enemy, in a %Nil!
bayonet charge, from his trenches near
Meterin, and entrenched themselves on
the captured ground, They pressed on
through Armentieres and across the. Lys,
but there they were stopped, for the great
Battle of Ypres was about to begin,
The part played in that terrible struggle
the 2nd \Varwicks has already been
told. Tire 1st were also put to a test, not
1,,,rhaps as fiery, but y..t quite severe

enough for most mortals. Day after
day they were attacked ; there was no
relief from the ceaseless strain of the
trenches dug in the mud near the Lvs.
lint they endured to the end, and in a
November sterna the battle died away.
Hard Fare and Hard Fighting
Ere this the brigade, of which the and
Wanyicks was one of the four battalions.
had been reduced from its original 4,00
men and one hundred and fifty officers.
or thereabouts, to five officers and seven
hundred men. It is not difficult, therefore, to form an idea of the losses of the
Warwicks. The brigade was given a rest,
and did not appear again in the fighting
line until drafts from England had transformed it from a skeleton to a full-sized
unit. The itt Warwicks had not suffered
quite so many losses, and they helparl to
hold the British line during the winter of
1914, being one of the battalions which ate
and slept, joked and grumbled, fought and
died, in the waterlogged and fee-col)
trenches, where they sat with frostbitten feet and mad entering at every
pore. Towards the end of December
they had some hard fighting and soin
severe losses, but even this was a welcome diversion. In Marcia came Neuve
Chapelle, which found both the Warwick
battalions refreshail and reinforced.
Neither, how„Jver, seas employed in the
first charge, bat on the 13th and i.Tth the
and saw some fighting.
The Sundays of April and May were
cyritine, days for the 'Warwicks. On one
of these, April 23th, the let Battalion,

hurried up to support the Car.adianq,
who bad just been overwhelmed by the
German gas, advanced with the rest of
the brigade. the Aoth, through their
shattered ranks towards a village held
by the Germans, but as soon as they got
to the houses they were mown down by
hidden machine-guns.. The ,attack was
held up. and the bri7j,adJ
set to work
.
to entrmch itsei,.
Success in Spitz a! Gas
Near the t renches of the Warn icks was
a farm, humorously called Shell Trap
Farm by our men, and round it there was
a good deal of fierce fighting. On the
next Sunday, May and, the Germans
tried their gas against the British troops
there, but they were ready for it, and the
assailants were driven back. Several of
the subalterns of the Warwicks, including
G. S. Maclagan, once the cox of the
Oxlioril . crew, were killed during this
second Battle of Ypres. At the attack
FeStuhert the 2nd Battalion supported
the rest of the tend Brigade in a successful
advance of over a mile to the German
trenches.
Thl, brief and incomplete story may
fittingly end with an instance of individual
elllentry per:on-lied eight days later.
Lame-Corporal W. Milner, of the
Battalion, carried a machine-gun for
three-luarcers of a mile across ground on
which the Germarn shells were. • falling
thicl: and fast. Yet he got it into position
in the tiring-line, being aWarded the
)istinJ;nil,lied C9ndact Medal.
A, W. H3liand

From o my Gallipoli to the Sunny Land of Nile

The sweets of convalescence after the bitterness of war. British
wounded from Gallipoli in a sugar plantation near Cairo.

Group of wounded British soldiers outside a hospital in Egypt. Inset: Pigeon-cote situated near the Pyramids, where some o: the
Australians are encamped. The canes projecting from the top of the structure are for the birds to perch upon.
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The centre of interest of the war has shifted temporarily
to the Balkans, where no fewer than ten nations are now
struggling in mortal combat. This specially designed map
will he found indispensable to a proper understanding of the
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The War 111ustratea
military operations now proceeding in the Near East. The
lighter shaded mass in the centre shows the whole of Serbia
and parts of Albania and Montenegro in the occupation of the
Germanic Powers.

